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Holland City News.
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HOLLAND,

23.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Term* of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Katea of advertisingmade known on application.
Yearly advertiaera have the privilege of three

Changes,
isi
Baaintaa
Cards in City Directory, not over three
ines, |3 per annum.
Notices of Births,Marriages,and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
EP-All advertising bills collectableQuarterly.
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SATURDAY, JULY

Congressman M. H. Ford, of Grand
been al-

LOCAL ITEMS.

WHOLE

9, 1887.

seek au appropriation for the building of

Rapids, informs us that he has

It.

He

o’clock p. m. for the Resorts. Will return

the

complainant were examined ex-Mayor

thinks that $150,000 will be

NO.

776.

that too little thought is given by us to

the

which brought about the birth of
lotted a large quantity of turnip seed by that is necessary as a first appropriation. the American Republic. The spirit of
A basket picnic is a no— table event.
the Agricultural department for use in this
our fore-ftthers was different from the
The taking of testimonyin the suit beColobh that won’t run— the Confederate district. Any person desiring a package
spirit that prompters to celebrate the
tween George H. Souter, Highway Comflags at Washington.
of the same can get it by sending his
birth which they caused. Ours is a feelmissioner,vs. the city of Holland, waa
name and address to Mr. Ford,
ing
that takes root in a desire to advance
Miss Jennie Kanters arrived home
resumed before Commissioner Vtsieher
our
municipal and hence our personal inlast Wednesday evening.
The steamer Macatawa has issued a last Tuesday. Phil. Padgham, of Allegan,
terests. Theirs was a feeling that sprung
regular time card and will leave this qity
The Resorts at Macatawa are now at 9 o’clock a. m., 1 o’clock p. m. and 5 represented the city, while John C. Poit from pure patriotism and a desire to esrepresented the township. On behalf of
rapidly filling up with campers.
all

events

tablish a nation for the interestsof civill-

m., R. Kanters, John H. Boone and {Super- zatlon, and they accomplished it. But
for all of this Fourth of July is still a day
2 o’clock p. m. and 8 o'clock p. m. The
visor Diekema, and on behalf of defendsteamer will make specialtrips as desired. ant Messrs. Gabriel Van Putten and to tens of thousands, Just as It used to be
L. 8. PROVIN,
Mrs. Jessie Eilenburg, of Towler, is
when the gray beardi weie boys, and used
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
Jacob Flieman. On Wednesdaymorning,
Office Lovett's Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,
From a series of fires at Kalamazoo remaking her mother, Mrs. Bright, a visit.
to exult in a noisy holiday. The only difat the suggestionof Phil. Padgham, an
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
cently, which were of incendiary origin,
ference is that some people have grown
An assaultand battery suit occupied the it becomes more and more evident to effort was once more made, amicably to
old, holiday-making crowds are to them
attention of Esquire -Post last Thursday Messrs. Hummel & Liepple,who were settle the matter; in dispute; and the
tiresomeand J tbe noise of fire crackers
greater part of the day waa spent In enafternoon.
burned out there last month, that their
simply maddening. , But Monday proved
deavoring to reach a satisfactory basis
One-half oil' on Neckwear at Brusse
Mu. Fred Sann aback, of Kankakee, tannery was set on fire. These gentlemen upon which both parties, in their repre- that [ these cross-grained old fellows were
Bros.
were in “Celeryville”this week settling
in the hopeless minority.
111., is in the city visiting Mr. and Mrs. L.
sentative capacity, would be able to unite.
up their affairs.
OUR CELEBRATION.
T. Kanters.
Carpenters
The town board acting with the HighHolland
City
celebratedthe Fourth in
On the night of July Fourty Mrs. Con- way Commissionerrefused, however, to
At Macatawa Park bv F. G. Sheppard at
The next meeting of the Michigan Passuch
a
manner
as
to put all previous atPark Hotel.
raad Hofman, one of the very first settlers accede to the proposition made on behalf
senger Agents will be held at the Macatatempts into the shade. After the clouds
of this section, and who for a number of
of the city, and as a result no settlement
wa resorts.
We inform the public that we close our
years has resided on Tenth street,dropped was effected.As the parties were ready of the early morning were dispelled,and
store at seven o’clock the remainder of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sebring, of Bangor, dead on her door-step of heart disease
tbe fitful showers of rain ceased iUtas t
to proceed with taking testimony it was
this and ail of next month. We are
visited friends in this city last Monday
while watching the display of fireworks. found that John C. Post was, through beautiful day. Nothing better codfd have
selling our trimmed summer hats and
and
Tuesday.
bonnets for half of their original prices.
The funeral was held in the Ninth Street rather a severe attack of sickness, unable been desired. The rains ot/ tbe early
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.
morning had cooled the atmosphere to a
Pew-rents • of Hope Church for the Holland Christian Reformed Church and to attend to it, and for that reason it was
delightful
temperature. There was no
Summer Hats at 23 per cent otf at second quarter of the year are now being was well attended. Mrs. Hofman was continued until next Thursday morning.
fear
of
fire
as
the ground bad been thor75 years of age.
Brusse Bros.
paid at the store of Mr. Herold.
Almost Drowned.
oughly soaked with rain the night before.
Saturday night last two young couples
Just at the "peep o’ day” the cannon
The
Misses
Eppink,
daughters
ot
PresiSale or
Thursday afternoon little Johnny Roost,
of this city, being disappointed in not getburst forth in thunderingtones and the
dent
Eppink
of
Allegan
village,
are
visitTo-Rent.
aged about 8 years, fell from Fixter’a
ting to the Park to attend a dance, went to
heavy blasts of steam whistles aroused
ing their many friends in Holland.
I will sell my meat market with all the
dock into the water, and by the time the
Grand Rapjds on the "fast train” expecteveryone for miles around. The small
tools and appurtenances, or I will rent the
alarm was gives he had come to the sur
building and the outfit at a very reasonaHolland City will have two days’ ing to get bock at midnight. But alas,
boys, who were iu their glory, contributed
face three times and bad sank for the las
ble
Jacob Kcite,
races August 11 and 12, when purses fond hopes, how easily they are dispelled.
to the arousing of citizenswith the firing
Holland, Mich., J uly 8, 1887. 23-tf
The train met with an accident and it was time. The water is lully twenty-five fee of fire-crackers and torpedoes. ItJIs ceraggregating nearly $000 will be paid.
deep where be went down and afte
after two o’clock Sunday morning before
tainly very gratifying to say tbit no acciKeller is still making those fine cabinet
Lost:— A dark colored canary bird on they returned and the parents of the young several nnsuccessfui attempts to recove
photos lor $2.00 a dozen. OppositeNews
dent occurred to mar tbe day’s pleasures.
him by diving it was given up, when for22-tf the Fourth of July. Anyone returning ladies as well as "Rogers got on to the
Few, if soy, drunken men were seen on
tunately Jacob DeFeyter, who has for
to this office will be suitably rewarded.
racket.’’
the streets, and no carousing was indulged
Seventy-five cent ties for fifty cents;
several years been in the Life Saving
Geo.
Foster,
of
the
Chicago
and
West
Among the arrivals this week at Maca- Service, at Muskegon, and who is now in. There were but two officersbesides
fifty cent ties for twenty-five cems;twentyour marshal on duly and they had scarcefive cent ties for twelve cents, at Brusse Michigan R’y, left Holland Wednesday tawa who are going to stay this summer
employed on Werkman’s new factory,
Bros. Must be cleared out.
ly anything to do. Peanut stands were
for an extended visit to Nashville, Tenn. at the Resorts are Mr. F. G. Sheppard and
came to the scene with a pike pole and
iamily, of Birmingham, Ala.; Mrs. Ken- getting into a skiff he dragged slowly located In great abundance all over the
Notice.
The Allegan Band which spent Ihc
city. The boys and girls from the coundal, Mrs. Dr. Botsford, K. Dykema and | along the edge of the dock and finally
Sealed proposals will be received by the Fourth in Holland serenaded Dr. Gee
try in large delegations were present and
Common Council of the city of Holland, Tuesday morning before leaving for home. family, John Dykema and family, Lon fastened to the clothes of the boy.
did their share toward celebrating the day
Dykeman and family, of Grand Rapids, the water had been six inches deeper
for the improving,grading, and graveling
by "downing” all the lemonade, peanuts,
of Market street, special street assessment
/jIarried — In this city, at Hope Mr. J. E. Sherley, of Brazil, Ind.; O. L. would have missed him, as the pole wis
district of the city of Holland. Proposals
Jordan, Kalamazoo, J. W. Roche and down full length and his arm was cleir aud gingerbreadthat they could possibly
must be addressed to the Common Council l ^urc^ Par90UaKO, by Rev. T. W. Jones,
gather iu. At an early hour strangers befamily, Sparta; and.F. J. Quinn, of Grand
of the city of Holland, endorsed proposals Von Monday, the 4lh inst., Charles McVea
under the water, reaching for the botto
gan pouring in from the country and soon
for improving .Market street, and be ac- V) Maggie Houston, both of Chicago, 111. Rapids, and many campers from every- On bringing Johnny to the shore Mr. D
the streets were literallypacked with
companied wiih the names of two responwhere.
Feyter, being fully acquaintedwith th
sible persons as sureties,in the sum of
people who came to celebrate.The reRev. J. W. Bancroft, Episcopal Mistwo thousand dollars. Proposals must
A
gay time is expected at Ottawa resuscitation drill of the Life Savinj sult to the business of the city was ono
sionary for the Western Diocese of Michistate the location of the gravel pit, and a
Beach this, Saturday, evening. The Service and having had experienc which the Holland Business Men’s Assosample of gravel required to be placed in gan, will hold servicesin the Opera
Valley City Baud, of Grand Rapids, sixteen with drowned persons, commenced
ciation, under whoso auspices the celebrafront of the Common Council building. House to-morrow both morning and evenpieces, is to be there and furnish music ai laboring over him, assistedby Frank L
Plans, specifications,and conditions can ing.
tion was given, have every reason to feel
Johnson of our Life Saving Station. Aftei\
be seen at the city clerk’s office. The
the hotel during the evening. An oppo
proud. We estimate that for every dollar
Common Council will be at their rooms, The German Lutheransof this city will tunity to "trip the light fantastic” wil an hour or two of work they had"
spent
by them on the celebrationtwenty
Tuesday, July 12th, 1887, at 8 o’clock, hold services in the Land and Labor Club
the satisfaclloQ of seeing him breathe
also be given. Manager Hoskins, of th
dollarswas received in return. This rep. m. to examine into bids and award
Rooms to-morrow, Sunday, both morning West Mich. Park Association, extends a again and giving signs of life. From
the job.
sult Is certainly very gratifying,as ia also
this time on he commenced growing
and evening. Rev. J. B. Jud, of Grand Invitation to tbs people of Hollaed an
By order of the Common Council.
the fact that the day’s exercises were well
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
better, and at yesterday noon was progHaven, officiating.
vicinity to be present and enjoy the fre
ttended and a perfect success in every
concert. The "Queen of the Lakes” will1 ressing rapidly toward final recovery,
particular,
and the occasion will be ono
Summer stock of Neckwear at greatly
List of lettersremaining in the postmake a special evening trip, leaving at 8 soften wondered at that there are not more long remembered by all.
reduced price at Brusse Bros.
office at Holland, Mich., July 7, 1887:
o’clock and returning after the festivities accidents of this nature around the Bay,
THE FROCESSION.
Hoxie Bros., Miss Hanroek, Mrs. Jenas our town boys are always running into
Public Schools of the City
are over. An excursionfrom Grand RapAt eleven o’clock— ju*t one hour behind
nince Babcock.
of Holland.
ids is coming with the band. A free danger of finding a watery grave. But it tbe time advertised— the processionwas
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
is very seldom that such accidents occur.
Until Wednesday, July 18th next,
sacred concert will be given by the band
formed and took up the line of march.
written applications will be received for
The Holland Driving Association have at the Ottawa hotel, on Sunday.
The delay was caused by the rain of the
the position of janitor at the Central
made arrangementswith similar associamorning, which prevented everybody from
School Building.
Grand Haven has for once got down
tions at Plainwell and Allegan and a trotBy order of the Board of Education.
Fully
Ten
getting
ready. Several firms and manuto administering justice in its lullest sense.
22
G. Van Schelven, Sec'y.
tine Circuit has been organized. Races
‘factoring
institutionswere preventedfrom
The case of the people cs. Loogtine for
ple in the City
at
will be held at Holland City on August 11
taking part at all on this account. But the
keeping a "bumboat” on the bay here was
Resorts.
and 12.
procession, although not very large, was
tried
Wednesday,
and
respondent
found
The highest market price will be paid
It was one hundred and eleven years very fine, and everyone seemed pleased
for wool at my store, on Eighth street.
Miss Hattie Baumgartel, of White guilty. The judgment was a fine of $50,
H. Van der Haar.
Pigeon, who made so many warm friends and costs, $28.10, and thirty days in the ago that tbe fifty-six representatives of with it. Tbo-AHegan Cornet Band was at
Holland, Mich., June 18, 1887. 20-tf
here durintr a visit to Holland last sum- county jail. If fine and costs are not the thirteen colonics in America declared the head and was followed by the mayor,
mer, spent the Fourth of July with her paid within thirty days then he be further that "these united coloniesare, and of orator, reader, and chaplain, in carriages;

In-sums to

suit

TO LOAN.

Rev. J.' H. Karsten, of Coopersville,
oo productive Real Estate. was in the city on Wednesdaylast.

to city leaving Resorts at 11 o’clock a.

prate.

Wanted

r

»

Meat Market For

rate.

office.

:

THE FOURTH.

Thousand Peo-

2t.

•

and

Macatawa

Wool! Wool!

To-Rent.

•

The premises known as the Germania uncle, Mr. W. Baumgartel, returning
House are for rent immediately. Apply home on Tuesday.
H. Kcenigsbkrg. 11-tf
Mrs. J. OooeIi and children, of Orange
Our motto Is: "Quick sales and small City, Iowa. U visitingfriends in Holland
profits”at the Chicago Branch Clothing
and neighboihood. This is Mrs. Oggel’s
House, River street. L. Henderson.
first visit here in eight years, and she was
Remember the Chicago Branch Cloth agreeably surprisedat the growth and
ing House. It will result to your profit
evident prosperity of our city.
on buying
19-

to

there.

imprisoneduntil fine and costs are paid, right ought to bo free and independent the common council, city officials, board of
not exceedingeighty days. The case was States” and pledged their “lives, their education, faculty of Hope College, and
appealed. The case of the people vs. fortunes, and their sacred honor” to the press, in carriages.The car of liberty
support of this declaration.The greatest came next. This was designed by Mr. W.
tried yesterday,but we
were unable to get the verdict. The cases nation and the best government on earth Brusse who had charge and it certainly
were tried in Grand Haven before Chas proves tbe wisdom of the declaration and was a very fine addition to tbe procession.

Boomsluiterwas

Pagelson,

McAvoy

Esq. The

case of .the people

vs.

will be tried here on the 15th inst.

tbe fulfillmentof tbe pledge. Our nation

It

is not the greatest in its population or its

can

containedforty of

as

handsome girls as

found in any city in Michigan,
neatly and appropriatelyattired, representing the Goddess of Liberty, surbe

area, but, what is better, it is greatestin
in Hol- the opportunities it affords,and it is best
Mr. Geo. Remington and wife, of Ban- land several days this week acting in the in the protection it furnisbes.Itself born rounded by all the states in the Union.
Publio Letting.
gor, were in this city on Tuesday last. capacity of stenographerin the taking of of independent thought and action, it It brought forth many exclamations of
The Board of Edncatlon, of the City of Holland,
will receive sealed proposals for the bnildlng of a As Mr. K. had made the acquaintanceof testimony In the "Bridge case” before
nourishes add protects such thought and admiration during the march. The car
new school-house, of brick, 48x58, two etories
the warm part of a lot of "fireworks”on Commissioner A. VUscher. In converhigh with
'
action. The danger is that the pendalum was drawn by six horses which were
All proposaL must bo delivered with either of
the Fourth, he could not shake his numer- sation with Mr. Ford wo learned some
will swing too far. A review of our his- under the careful management of Ed. J.
the undersigned by the 11th day of July next, at
ous Holland friends by the hand.
6 p. m.
facts regarding"thatcaoar’.between
Lake tory cannot fail to excite tbe greatest ad- Harrington,Jr. Next followed tbe HolThe successfulbidder will be required to rive a
Michigan and Grand Rapids, which may miration for the wisdom exercised in the land City Cornet Band and then wagons
bond with two sureties, each in the sum of $3,000
The steam yacht Jennie King is making
and each proposal must state the names of the probe of interest to our readers. In view of formationin our organic laws, but at the bearing representations of tbe business
posed sureties.
daily trips to Baugatuck in connection
Plans and speciflcatlona
can be seen at the office
the growing sentimentin the metropolis same lime it suggests the danger with and manufacturing Interests of the city,
with the steamer for Chicago. The fare
of H . Te Roller,Holland, Mich.
of western Michigan in favor of connect- which success is fraught. To maintain among which were the following.
The Board reserves the right to reject any and
for the trip from here to Chicago is but
all bids.
ing that place with Lake Michigan, Mr. the unity of more than fifty millions of
HOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
By order of Board of Education.
$2, stateroomincluded. If you contemH. Kremkbs,
Ford spent several days in investigating people, representingin formidable numL. T. Kantera, who is manager of this
plate a trip to Chicago don’t fail to take
T. Kefpbi.,
the matter, and finds that the dredging of ber more than a score of nationalitiesof company, never does things by halves
Holland, Mich., June S3, 1887. Committee.
this route.
Grand Rivir is wholly impracticable and diverse characteristicsand various religi- and this wagon reflected his enterprise
Call at the Chicago Branch Clothing Rev. J. 7. Buell, D. D.. of Grand is not encouraged by engineer Lockwood.
ous and political sentiments, and spread and business tact. The wagon was drawn
House and you will find a full line of all
Rapids, will hold a quarterlymeeting at Congressman Ford now proposes to intro- over a vast territory, with all the conflictby four horses and bore several sizes of
kinds of
19the Methodist Churoh to-day and to- duce a bill in the next Congress,and to ing interests of localities widely separated, witsr tanks, pumps, and a Diamond wind
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratchesof morrow. Preaching this afternoon at urge its passage, provfding for the appointneeds more than human wisdom; it needs mill, all being products of the company.
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Wool- 5:80, and to-morrow at 10:30 a. m. and
ment of a board of engineers to survey a divine direction.But while we seek tbe The wind mill was in operation and
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
7:80 p.
Quarterly conference held route for a canal, and in the event of the divine direction we must work with the attracted universal attention.
This never falls. Sold bv Kremers
Bangs, Druggists, Holland,Mich. 6-6mos this evening at 7:80.
report being favorable to the project, to means at our command. It it unfortunate
{Continued on fourth page.)

basement.

'

gooda.

&

-

__

—

m.

Congressman M.

H.

Ford was

CUBRENT EVENTS.’

_

complicity in the crime and sentenced to
death. Thompson's case is now before
the Kentucky Court of Appeals on a writ
of error.
A negro murderer, named Jim
McElroy, jvas executed at Henderson, Ky.,

every line except window, green, bottle,
ana plate glass, will hold its annual conTHE
CONSTITUTION.
vention July 11, but no trouble is expected
.
in fixing a scale except in the prescription
EAST.
warehouses. In this line the employes de- It Is Adopted by the Knights of
Afteb consulting for thirteenminutes, on Friday.
mand the 1884 scale, which is practically
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Labor— The Important
an advance of ten per cent A Rochester
the jury in the trial of Jaoob Sharp re(Pa.) special says: “The employes of the
Provisions.
turned a verdict of guilty, at New York,
Paint Glass-Bottle Works struck because
with a recommendation to mercy. The
President Cleveland has approved the firm employed a non-union man. The
penalty is ten years in the penitentiary,
the action of the court-martialin convict- factory has closed down indefinitely.”Sixor $5,000 fine, or both- An effort will be
Full Power* Given to the Executive
made to secure a new trial. A New York ing Lieut. James H. G. Wilcox, Seventh teen carpenters employed at the Fort
Wayne Railroad shops at AlleghenyCity
Board in All Matters Relating \
special says of the closing scenes of the Cavalry, of duplicating his pay accounts,
struck for an advance in wages, claiming
trial:
and he has been dismissed fiom the army
to Strike!.
that there is twice as much work on the
A Summary of the Eventful Happenibo jury in tbe Sharp case, after a delibera- and will serve for two years in the Minnenew style of box-car (he road is building
tion
of
ouly
thirteen
minutes,
found
tbe
defending! of a Week, aa Reported
sota Peuitentioiyin close confinement. as on the ordinary car. The other employes
ant, Jacob Sharp, guilty of bribery. He will
[Philadelphia telegram.!
uot bo sentenced before July IS, for tbe The militaryauthoritiesore determined to sympathizewith the strikers,and a genby Telegraph.
By returns made to the general headcourt has been adjourneduntil that day. break np the pernicious system of hypothe- eral strike of the four or five hundred emWhen Mr. Sharp came in be turned his chair cating pay accounts.
quarters of the Knights of Labor the new
ployes is threatened,
so that be could face, without changing bis
constitutionof the order, embodying many
During the fiscal year just ended the
Political, Commercial,and Industrial
position,the Judge and the jury. He clasped
important changes, has been adopted by
both hands over the head of his cane and principal of the bonded debt of the United
“general.
Hews, Fires, Accidents,Crimes,
about a three-fourths vote. A clause probowed his head like a man who was expectStates
decreased
$127,911,030,
and
the
ing dreadful news. The clerk stood up,
Snlddes, Etc., Etc.
A violent earthquake, lastingtwo min- viding for the formation of national trades
reccrd-booklu hand, aud called tho names of amount of the accrned but unpaid interest
the jurors. “How say you. goutlemen of the
utes and twenty seconds, shook Guaya- assemblies, sent out separatelyfrom the
constitution,and voted upon by the local
jury, is the defendant guilty or not guilty?" on such debt decreased $508,911. The dequil,
the capital of Ecuador, Wednesday assemblies thronghont the order, has also’
Foreman Canfield lost his bead for a moment crease in certificatesof deposit amounted
The responsibility of his position overcame to $9,480,000, and in demand notes and morning. Several buildings were wrecked, been adopted by nearly the ?ame vote. The
him and he replied: "Not guilty."There was
fractional currency to $7,438. Daring bat no loss of life is reported. It is feared new constitution will be promulgatedby
a mighty start from the ciowd. Jud*;e Barrett
THIRTEEN
SLAIN.
looked dnmfounded.Mr. Martlne aud Delan- the same period there was an increase thelshock caused heavy damages in the in- the General Executive Board in a very few
ncfva a**/!
_ asp .
a
VI a «
cey Nicoll turned pale and looked Into each of $68,182,854 in gold and silver certifi- terior.
The Assaultby a Negro on a White Woman other s eyes. Hhorp dropped back into his
cates, and an increase of $40,949,854 in
The mercantile agency of R. G. Dun &
chair os if struck by lightning.AH these
Leads to Many Deaths.
nearly
___ __ ___ _____ a0D04ilL/1100
things and many more happened in much the cash in the Treasury, showing a net Co., says a New York dispatch, reports
As a result of the Oak Ridge (La.) asksa than a second of time and the fore- decrease in the public debt during the vear
that opposed the adoption of the new conman recoveredhis sense. "Beg pardon," of $109,707,646.The total receiptsof the that for the first half of 1887 tbe failuresin stitutiondid so on account of section 325,
sault and riot, thirteen persons are dead,
1> exclaimed, "I mean guilty— guilty as inthe United States were 4,912 in number,
one white man and twelve negroes. A dicted."The crowd subsided; Judge Barrett United States . Treasury for June were against 5,156 for the same period in the which reads:
h o local, or other assembly, or member,
breathed again; tho color returnedto the $33,070,985, and the total receipts for the
number of the colored men were lynched. faces of the District Attorney and his assist- fiscal year ended June 30 were $371, 380,- previous year, showing a decrease of 244.
shall directly or indirectly give, sell, or
Others said to be concerned in the affray ant; Messrs. Parsons and Sticknev looked
804. Following is the public debt state- While there is a marked deoreasein the have any ale, beer, or intoxicating'liquors
gloomier than ever, and Jacob Sharp just ment for the month of June:
are being punned, and will be hang if capnumber of failures, the liabilities show a of anv kind, at any meeting, party, sociatured. A New Orleans special gives the sat in his chair and stared at tho jury
slight increase. For the last half year the
INTEUKST-UEAIUNa
DEBT.
ble, ball, picnic or entertainmentwhatwith his small, deep-sunken eyes. Not a
following account of the sangninary affair: quaver, not a gasp, not tho slightest emotion Bonds
per cent ............... 8 250.000,000 liabilities were $55,138,000, against $50,ever, appertaining to the order. Any memBonds at 4 per cent ................. 737,800,000 434,000 for the first half of the year 1886.
The first informationof the affair, and indeed was visible in that heavy face ; those broad,
ber found guilty of violatingthis law shall
all that could be obtained np to the present
stooping shoulders,those great hands firmly Bonds at 3 percent ................. 19,716, -WO The failures in Canada during tho first
be suspended not less than six months, or
175,250
time, was that on the morning of June 27 a
grasping the cane. Yet he had just un- Refunding certificatesat 4 percent.
.
14,000,000 half of the year 1887 were 731 in number,
posse conveying to jail a prisoner, a colored dergone conflicting feelings on account of Navy pensionfund at 3 per cent.
expelled. No fine shall be imposed for
against
699
daring
the
same
period
of
64,623,512
tho mistake of tbe foreman sufficientto break Pacific Railroad bonds at G per cent.
man, charged with criminalassaolt on a white
this offense.Any local or other assembly
up the strongest man, and be wae an old man,
1886. The amount of liabilities for the
woman, was fired upon by a crowd of negroes,
so offending shall be suspended during the
Principal
............................
fl,
086,
351,512
nearly three score and ten, suffering from disand two of the posse were wounded. After the
first half of 1877 is $10,693,150, against
12,351,603
pleasure of the General Execntive Board,
ease. The clerk swiftly recorded the verdict Interest.............................
shootlna the negroes went to a cabin about two
$5,501,697 for the correspondingperiod of
miles from town. Learning of their where- Once again he lifted the record book from the
or shall have its charter revoked by said
Total.
......................
11,098,667,405
abouts officers went to arrest them, and on desk : "Listen to the verdict as recorded, gentleboard.
men. You find the defendant guilty as charged DEBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE
getting oloso enough were fired into. A
Mr. Powderly, the head of the Knights
Nearly every assembly composed solely
MATURITY.
young white man, named G. W. Higgin- in the indictment.So say yon all, gentlemen?"
of Germans voted against this clause,and
botham, was instantlykilled, and Constables Tho jurors assented. The clerk, addressing Principal ............................ 16,115,165 of Labor, believes that “a halt should be
190,753
John Conger, Gardner,and Baker were danger- himself to Sharp, asked the customary ques- Interest.. ............................
called in immigration,”and the country berefore against the whole.
ously wounded. During the fight Jerry Bald- tioas as to age, occupation,residence,etc.
I ho article upon co-operation was
After
the
jury
was
polled
the
foreman
rose
and
win, his son, and fonr other negroesthat were
Tot*l .......... #- ................
$6,305,919 should seriously consider steps for the
adopted unanimously. It is quite lengthy,
addressed the court "I beg your Honor’sparDEBT BF.XRINO NO INTEREST.
In the crowd were killed. This account was
prevention of the entrance of nationalities
don, the jury bog mo to say that with the ver- Old demand and legal-tender notes 8340,738,146
and provides for the creation and disbursecorrect as far as it went, but it did uot cover all
dict of guilty they recommendthe defendant to
Certificatesof deposit ............... 8,770, OOo who become a burden to the, nation and a
the facts. Four of the negroes who managed
ment of a fund to aid co-operationenter91,225 437 menace to American homes.
to escape from the cabin were subse- the mercy of the court" Mr. Stickneymis- Gold certificates ....................
pri«es. Each local assemblyis required to
quently captured and hung. Monday two other understood tho foreman. "Did I understand Silver certificates ................... 142,118!oi7
Reducing flour to its equivalent in collect and deposit a sum not less than 2
tho jury to say," he asked, “that they recom- Fractionalcurrency (less 19,375,934
negroes woro captured and put in jail. The
estimatedas lost or destroyed)
6,946,964 wheat, the exports of the United States for
cents per month for every member in good
white poonlo held a public meeting, and mend that Mr. Sharp be pardoned?""No," said
decidedto bang one of them. This was done the foreman,"we recommend mercy. "
standing. The money is to be invested by
the fiscal year just closed amounted to just
Principal ..................
8695.798,564
openly at 5 o'clock The other negro, having
the co-operative board, and profitsare to
By a powder-millexplosion at Wayne,
about 154,000,000 bushels. This ia much
TOTAL DEBT,
established his innocence, was discharged.
be divided equally between the general
Principal
............................
81,689,220.591
the largest total for any year since the one
Another negro was captured the same day, and N. J., fofir men were killed and several
Interest. ............................. 12.542,367
assemby,tbe co-operativefond, and the
hung on the banks of the Ban Idee, near Oak
wounded.
that ended in the middle of 1881, for which
Bidge. The total number killed was thirteenworkmen who create the profit
the
aggregate
was
some
30,000,000
bushels
Jennie, Kate, and Emily Beider, of r Total;i .........................
81,700,771.948
twelve negroes and one white man. Several
The new constitutiongives the General
Less cash items available for reducgreater.
other negroes"implicatedin the riot" escaped, Mount Washington, Pittsburgh, were
tion of the debt ...................
$ 280,489842
ExecntiveBoard full power to settle all
but at last accounts the whites were in hot
R. G. Dun & Co., in their weekly trade
burned to death Friday by the explosion Loss reserve held for redemptionof
strikes and disputes, whether sanctioned
pursuit, with the intentionof hanging them if
United States notes ............... 100,000,000 review, report general business conditions
they find them.
by the board or not, and it increases the
of a can of petroleum. The shocking acpowers of the General Board in many
cident occurred during the absence of the
Total ............................380,480,842 satisfactory. Trade is good for the season,
SKIPPED
$65,000.
parents of the unfortunate.
collections fair, and money in reasonable other particulars.
Total debt less available cash
Hereafter each district, State, national,
supply a: all interiorpoints. The CincinAn Indiana County Treasurer ConfessesHis
VT
$1,320,282,106
or unattached local assembly shall be enNet
cash
in
the
Treasury
...........
40,858,369
nats
and
Chicago
disasters
have
had
little
Guilt and Runs Away.
titled to one delegate to each 3,000 memeffect elsewhere. The labor sitnation is
Evansville (Ind.) special says:
Fire at Elizabethtown,Ky., destroyed Debt less cash in Treasury July 1.
improving. The railroad construction bers or majority fraction thereof. The
“Henton Miller, the Treasurer of Perry
I?®7-: ........ •••/•* .............. 81,279,428,737
term of office, over which there has been so
mileage is 500 above that of last year to
$100,000 worth of business property.
Debt loss cash In Treasury June
Connty, is a defaulterin the sum of
much controversy, has been fixed at two
L 1887 .............................
1,236,281,402 date. The real-estateand building activAlpena (Mich.) special:“SheriffLynch
years. The compensation hereafter will
ity at leading cities continnes to be great.
$67,000. He passed through this city
Decrease of debt during tne
and posse have arrested Charles, alias
be fixed by the General Assembly when the
with his young wife last Wednesday,
month ......................... 16,852,725
officer is elected.
‘Blinkin’
Morgan,
and
two
pals,
almost
FOREIGN.and while here wrote a letter to the
Decrease of debt since June
The national trade assemblies clause is
connty officers confessing his guilt and positively identifiedas the murderers of
^ 1886 .........................109,707,646
A cable dispatch from Dublin says: probably the most important of the changes.
inclosing the key to the safe combina- Lieutenant Hnlligan,a Cleveland police- CASH IN THE TREASURY AVAILABLEFOR REDUCOF PUBLIC DEBT.
It providesthat “Any particulartrade or
“Tho town of Bantry is Buffering from
tion. Miller was a Republican,and was men, killed Feb. 4, at Ravenna, Ohio. Gold held forTION
cold certificates
actucalling may form a national trade assemerving bis second term m a strong Demo- The men have been shadowed for a month
ally outstanding ........... ... $91 225 437 drought, and the inhabitants have great
bly by giving at least three months’ notice
'
cratic connty, having been re-elected by about Alpena, and last night the Sheriff Silver held for silver certificates
difficulty in procuring water. Capt. Blackto each local assembly — the entire mem700 majority. He succeededa Democratic closed in on them. They made a desper1,W017 barn, of her Majesty’sship Shannon, which bership of which is composed of such
Treasurer, who was also a defaulter, and ate fight Sheriff Lynch was shot in the
deposit actually outstanding ..... 8,770,000 is stationedin B untry Bay, offered to furtrades— to attend a convention for the purwho is row serving a term of one year in leg and some members of the posse were Cash held for matured debt aud innish forty tons of condensed water to repose of forming a nationaltrade assembly.”
quantity of dynamite
terest unpaid .....................
18,657,522
the penitentiary. Miller stood very high slightly hurt.
lieve the town's wants, bat the Board of
At least two-thirdsof the local assemin the community, and left a large family cartridges; skeleton keys,* and burglars’ Cash held for bonds called not m&tured and balanceof interest ..... 19,716,500 Poor Law Guardiansmet and resolved to
blies must yote in favor of tbe trade assemof children in Carrollton, some of them tools were found on the men.”
Fractionalcurrency ................ 3)260 decline to accept any favor from tho Shanbly, and not less than ten assemblies, if
grown to manhood. It is reported that he
Stkawn’s Opera House block, McDonnon’s Captain, in consequence of the inthere be that nnmber in the order, may reTotal available ................. 8280,489,842
owes his predecessor $10,000, and receipt- nell’s wall-paper store, Van Welch’s drug
sult he had offered the inhabitants by seizRESERVE FUND.
ceive a charter.
ed for that mnch more than he received
Held for redemption of U. S. notes,
ing Mr. Murphy’s yacht for flying a green
store, Mrs. Jackson’smillinery shop, and
Section 3 of the article is not very strong,
when he took possession of the office.”
acts January 14, 1875, and July
flag on jubilee day."
however, as it still leaves the matter in the
Wright’s furniture warehouse were burned
It is reported that M. Waddington, hands of the General Executive Board,
Unavailablefor rod action of debt’:8 100,000,000
DR.
BOUNCED.
at Jacksonville, 111.. Tuesday morning.
silver coin.... 826,977, 493
The loss on the building is about $100,000, Fractional
French
Ambassador at London, has in- which, if the law has been compliedwith,
Minor coin ................116,690
Orders for His ExcommunicationSent to the
and the other losses will bring the total
formed
Lord Salisbnry that no French may instruct the General Secretary to isTotal ...........................
27 094 192
Archbishop of New York from Rome.
sue a charter.
close to $250,000.
Certificatesheld as cosh. .......
33)996)513
Cabinet
could sign a document giving
A cable dispatch from Rome says that
Votes will be received until July 15 and
The new city directory of Chicago shows Net cash balanceon hand .......... 40,833)369 England a preponderance in Egypt even
recorded,although the new coustilmion
orders have been sent to the Archbishopof
for a limited time. It is stated that Engan increase in the population of that city Total cash in Treasury as shown by
will be in effect some time before that.
New York to excommunicate the Rev. Dr.
tho Treasurer’s general account. .8 482,433,917 land will not accede to Turkey’s demand
of about 50,000 persons in the last year ____
McGlynn, and to publish the decree of exthat England shall only have the right to
CRUELLY
The National Building Trades Conncil of
communicationin the journals.
POLITICS.
reoccupyEgypt in the case of Turkey bethe United States was organized in Chiing unable to send her own troops and apOhio •* Regulators'’ Lash Them with
Fourth of July.
cago on Wednesday. .. .Mahlen Crane,
A Washington specialquotes Senator plies for England’s assistance.
Switches Till They Become Unconprobably
the
oldest
Free
Mason
in
Illinois,
It is safe to say there was not a village,
Bntler of Sonlh Carolina as saying he
Twenty-one persons have just underscious.
died at Gardner Wednesday. He was born
hamlet, or town in all the United States
believes Secretary Lamar will be appointed gone trial at St. Petersburg for being
[Winchester(Ohio) special.]
in Vermont in 1795, and joined the frathat did not celebrate the Fourth of July. ternity seventy years ago ..... A. A.Tal- to the vacancy on the Supreme bench, and
About six months ago a band of “reguactive members of a revolutionary society.
The celebrations were very much alike mage, Vice President and General Man- that Senator Colanitt of Georgia will Three were acquitted,thirteen sentenced lators” was organized in this (Adams) connfrom Maine to California. Tho pro- ager of the Wabash Railway, died suddenly probably succeed Mr. Lamar as Secre- to death, tvg> to exile in Siberia,and the ty to drive oat disreputablepeople and
break up the honses of ill-fame.Their
tary of the Interior. The Georgia Sen- others to imprisonmentat hard labor.
cessions,the orations,the reading of Tuesday night at Peru, Ind.
first effort was on a nnmber of lewd women,
ator
denies
that
he
has
been
offered
the Declaration of Independence had
A Chicago special of Thursday says:
whom they whipped and tarred and feaththe place, bat it seems to be understood
all been seen and heard before,
REPORTS.
“Tbe defendants in the omnibns boodle among his friends that he can have it if he
ered. The “knights,” to the number of
bat served their purpose once again.
NEW YORK.
twenty or more, all masked and armed
The rennion of the survivors of the armies cose were arraignedfor trial yesterday. desires it. Senator Colquitt has been
Cattle .........................
with shotguns and hickory switches, last
that fought at Gettysburg,held on the All pleaded not guilty except ex- Commis- strongly identified with tne temperance Hoos ............................
night went to the boose of a woman named
sioner Lynn, who put in a plea of guilty. movement in Georgia, aud some donbt has Wheat— No. 1 Hard ............
battle-field, was an interesting and highly
. .86
Martin, who, with her daughter Lilly, has
No. 2 Red .............
successful affair. Among the letters of Lynn, with Bipper, the butcher, and been expressed as to the advisabilityof the
the reputation of being loose. The knights
Frey, the ex-wardenof the infirmary,will President inviting him into the cabinet on Corn-No. 2 White .............
regret read was one from President CleveOATS-White ...................
had served tbe two with a notice to quit
land, heartily commending the spirit which testify for the State. The work of getting that account A prominent southern demPork-Now Mess ...............
the connty several days ago, but the women
suggested the reunion, and predicting hap- a jury has begun, and promises to prove an ocrat said to a Washington correspondent:
CHICAGO.
disregarded it When the mob rode np to
Cattle— Choice to Prime Steere
4.75
all summer's job. County Commissioner “It will do Mr. Clevelandno harm in the
py results from it.
Medium...... .......... 3.50 id. 4.25
the honse they were refused admittance.
Dan Wren, one of the accused, was surren- south to take such a strong temperance
Common ............... 3.00 t£( 3.50
Death of Ex-Gov. Morrillof Maine.
They promptly battered down the door.
dered yesterday by his bondsman, CoL Ab man into his cabinet os Mr. Colquitt.The Hoos— ShippingGrades ......... 5.00 ^ 5.50
Two men were inside, who made some
Ex-Gov. Mobbill died at his home in Taylor, and unless he gives a new bond sentiment throughoutthe south among the Floor— Winter Wheat .......... 4.00 (it 4.50
show of resistance, and several shots
best
people
is in favor of temperance. It Wheat— Na 2 Red Winter ....... 72}$ <0 .73}$
will
have
to
go
to
jail.
The
gang
is
thorAugusta, Me., on the 4th of July. He
might have some effect in New York and COHN-No.2 ....................... H6 i3 .86}$ were exchanged without injury before
oughly demoralized.”
Oath—
No.
2
.......................
25
0
.‘26
was unconscious at the time of death, and
the “knights” overpowered the inmates.
A colored man named Joseph Smith other northern states, but I do not believe Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17 0 .18
had been for several days. Mr. Morrill
The two women were then dragged from
Mr. Cleveland will pay much attention to
Fine Dairy .............. 12 0 ,14
entered the home of Mr. and Mrs. Shubel that phase of tbe subject.”
was 84 years of age.
Cheesf— Full Cream, Cheddars. .07}$ <4 ,08
bed, stripped,and tied to the door-frame,
Full Cieam, new ....... 08)$i3 .09
Swift, an aged couple at Waukegan, 111.,
and whipped with hickory switches until
John
T.
Moore,
of
Jackson,
Ohio,
was
Koos— Fresh ..................... .11
.12
Death of Hon. Luke P. Poland.
they were unconscious and their bodies a
and brutally assaulted the old lady and
Potatoes -Choico,new, per brl 2.50 ii) 3.25
Judge Poland, ex- Senator and ex- gentleman, and their widowed daughter, made permanent Chairman of the Ohio Poire -Mess. ..................... 21.75 (.a 22.23
shocking mass of bruised and bleeding
MILWAUKEE.
flesh. The two men, who were married
Congressman from Vermont, died lost Mrs. Julia Lord. Tbe latter, it is feared, State ProhibitionConvention,which met
Wheat — Cash ...................
71 ft* .72
farmers living in the vicinity, were disat Delaware on the 30th nit The platform
week at his house in Waterville, in that can not recover. Smith was arreted.
Corn-Mo. 3 ...................... 36«$@ .37}$
missed with the admonition that if again
The bonds of Harper and Hopkins of was read. It says of the Dow liquor law Oats-No. 2 White ............... 31 0 .32
that ample trial has shown that it was de- Rye— No. 1 ....................... .yj m .57
found in a house of ill-repute they, too,
Fidelity Bank notorietynave been in- signed os
Sparks from the Wires.
14.25 014.75
seeming concession to Pouk-Mbss .....................
would be killed. The knights then rode
8T. LOUIS.
About $74,000,000 will have been paid creased, which is taken to mean that the temperance, while really putting the Wheat-No. 2 ....................
73>$0 .74
disadvantage. The con- Corn— Mixed ..................... 33}$ rt .34)$
out daring the year for pensions at a cost policy of the Governmentis to deal with can«e at
BOLD JAIL DELIVERY.
vention adopted
plain denuncia- GATS-Mixed ...................... 28 & .29
of $2,500, 000.... Treasury reports from the strictest severity with all who are cultion of anarchy. Woman suffrage was PoRK- New Mess ................14.75 015.25
pable in the Fidelitycatastrophe.
TOLEDO.
Idaho Crooks Hold Up Their Guard and
Washington show that during June there
not indorsed. A poll taken of the conven- Wueat-Nq. 2 .................... 80
.80)4
Make Good Their Escape.
was an increase in circulationof $2,664,tion showed 591 delegates, of whom 151 Corn-No.2 ...................... 38
.39
840, and a decrease of $3,157,031 in the
ISt Paul telegram.]
had been Democrats,and one an ex-rebel Oats ..............................27 0 .27)$
DETROIT.
A dispatch from Blaokfoot, Idaho, gives
cash in the Treasury ..... Benedict Krebs,
Knoxville (Tenn.) special: “New! soldier.The following nominations were Beef Catl* .....................
4.00 & 4.50
the details of a most daring and successful
a dangerouscrank, who threatened to kill
3.30 0 150
comes from Stony Gap Church, in Han- made: Morris Sharp for Governor; D. Z. Hoos .............................
President Clevelandwhen he attends
jail delivery there. Henry Nickerson, in
Mills for Lieutenant Governor; Thomas Sheep .......................... 8.25 0 4.25
for horse-stealing,was famished with a
church, was arrested by the Washington cock County, of a fatal shooting. Will Evans for Auditor; R. Brown for Treas- Wheat— Michigan Red ......... 80 0 .81
revolver by his wife, who has been visiting
police. Krebs is under the impression that Hobbs, a member of an outlaw gang that urer; John T. Moore and Gideon T. Stew- Corn-No. 2 ..... ................. 38 0 .39
OATS-White ..................... 32 0 .32,4
the President has defrauded him out of a has killed several men during the past few art for Judges of the Supreme Court:
him daily. With the revolver Niokenon
CINCINNATI.
mouths, was in attendance at the meeting, George T. Crow for Attorney General; and Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 78)$* .79)4 held up the guard, who hod accompanied
vast sum of money.
Coun-No. 2 ...................... 38)$ til .39)$ his wife to the cell. . The pair disarmed
Judge Dealt, of the United States with a pistol buckled around him. Deputy Abraham Teaohout for member of the Oats-No.
2 .......................29 0
.30
SheriffGreen tried to arrest Hobbs, and a Board of Public Works.
guard
locked him - in
Court, at Portland,Oregon, has decided
PouK-Mess .................
14.75 015.25
fierce fight ensued, in »whiob both men
the cell. They then liberated Aleck
that under the interstatecommerce act a were killed and a number of persons
Woods, a negro wifs-mnrdersr,and one
L'VKHo°" .......
WHEAT-Na 1 White ............. 80 0 .87
Williams,also convicted of murder, both
railroadis authorized to make a less charge wounded."
Corn-No.2 Yellow .............. 43)40 .44
sentenced to hang July 22, and another
for a long haul than for a short one when
Ten Bboeck, the famous running horse, ' Tex iron- workers’ scale was signed by Cattl* ........ .....
3.50 0 5,25
horse-thief,and locking np the rest of the
it is necessary to meet competition.He
the joint committee of iron manufacturers
INDIANAPOLIS.
for which his owner had refused $100,000,
watchmen the entire party escaped to the
BbefCattli ....................8.25 0 4.50
also rules that the families of railway emdied last Tuesday at the latter’s farm in and the Amalgamated Association at Pitts- Hoos. ...........................175 0 5.23
outside,where horses were waiting them.
ployes can not be leg illy given free transburgh.
Work
in
tbe
mills
willnow^o
on.
.
Kentucky.
...............2.50 0 8.75
Woods, weighing 250 pounds, would not
portation.
All tho glass factories in the country have Wheat— No, 2 Red ............... 75 0 .75)4
Albert
Turner,
one of the nergo murtrusts oayuse, and took to the bush on
Corn
....................
.
........
36)$
«
.87
Hebbebt Tatlob, a smart young felsuspended operations for the summer Oats— No. 2 Mixed ............... 27 0 .27)4 foot The others fled on. horseback. The
derers of Jennie Bowman, at Louisville,
months,
the
window,
green,
plate-glass
low from Worcester, Mass., personated
EAST LIBERTY.
sheriff, returning an hoar later, organized
who twice narrowly escaped lynching, was
Cattle— Prime ..................A2I 0150
Walker Blaine, the son of James O., in hanged at that city on Friday. He made a and prescription warehouses for sixty
a poise and soon recaptured Woods, but
....................8.75 0 100
days, and the other lines for thirty
was still in pursuit of the others at the last
Common ...............8.75 0 3.23
Montreal, and victimized hotel-keepers statement on the scaffold exonerating Will- days. The American Flint-GlassWork............................5.25 0 5.75
account As the criminals arc armed, a
some thousandsof dollars by means of iam Thompson, who hoa been convicted of ers’ Union, which controls the industry in Ho««
BtlEKPs ••••••• tee e •••••••• # #•••# # 4«00 (jf 4i7(
desperate and hot fight is likely.
forged checks. He is under arrest.
.
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STUDYING THE TORNADO.

in the actual

Appalling Losses of Life and Property

During the Last Two Hundred

number, but only

indi-

cates additional facilities for observation, due to tHe steadily increasing interest taken by the press and people,
as well as to the organizationof a large

m

staff of voluntary tornado reporters
1884 under the supervision of Lieut.
Finler. In 1885 tne number of re-

Tears.

WHERE CUSTER FELL

much

The Scene of the Terribly Disastrous
Fight of the Little Big
Horn.

to do with deciding the fortunes
of the day.
From all that can be gathered by
questioning Curley, the Crow scout,
and the only living survivorof those
who marched^rith Custer, and also from
the narrativnof Gall, who has since
visited the spot and told the story of
the day on the ground where he made
it, it appears that there were between
6,000 and 7,000 Indians in the village
at the time Custer descended upon It,
and that the attack was not so much of
a surprise to the red men as has generally been supposed. Gall says that
he saw the soldiers early in the morning crossing the divide, and noted Cf refully that the white men divided themselves into three divisions. When Custer's command swept off to the right
they lost sight of the force temporarily, keeping their eyes on Reno, who
came directlv down to the river,
seeking a ford to cross over and fight.
Reno did cross over, paused a minute
to rest and tighten girths, remounted
all his men, and rode up alongside
some ash timber a mile and a half,
when he suddenly came in sight of the
village. When the soldiers saw all

AT THE CAPITAL.
Cloee of the Thirty-fourth Session of the
Michigan Legislature— Longest Session
on Keeord— University and Mining-school
Bills Passed and Approved — Hlgh-tnx
Liquor Law -Total Appropriations Farewell.

porters had increasedto 1,500, and Story of the Fight as Told by Chief
Lansing, June 25. — According to the
in 1886 to 2,500. This large workGall and His Indians— Sitting
day fixed for final adjournment,the thirtyGreatest Violence-Mountain
ing force sent in an immense mass
fourth Legislature of (he State of MichiBull Not There.
DistrictsExempt
of valuable information, due to
gan will not reach its final adjournment
the good-will of ,the people. These
until noon of the 29th, and yet the seosion
reports are used in estimatingaverages
I have just returned from the field
[Washington special.]
practically closed this forenoon. Lost
The terrible destruction of life ant which will serve as foundations upon where Custer fell, writes J. M. T., in
which the work can and will be carried the New York World, There can
night had been fixed as the last day for doproperty by tornadoes at this Season forward for centuries. By this means the hardly be a sadder, lonelier, or more
ing new business, but the accumulation of
pauses much fear in several States. Re- danger for given regions will be so well dreary-lookingspot in all the United
business was so groat that after grindcent investigations by Lieut John P. known that tornado insurancepre- States. A worn and weather-beaten
ing along nntil nearly two o’clock this
Finley, Signal Service United States miums can be estimated justly, and in monument crowns the highest point of
morning both houses took a recess until
that manner much expenditure saved. the battle-field.The shaft is rapidly
eight, thereby continuing the legislative
army, reveal to some extent the danger
There is every reason to believe that if disintegrating under the combihed inday, os is quite frequently done in Conin each region, which will do much to
the tornado records were carried for- fluences of burning sun, driving rains,
gress. The only business done this mornallay unncessary alarm in the Pastern
ward for several hundred years an as- winter storms and withering winds.
ing after the recess was to receive back the
States. At the same time other re- tonishing regularity would be discov- This part of the valley of the Little
general appropriationbill by the House
gions before thought to be comparairom the Senate, and to pass some comered. The statisticsalready show great Horn River, which was the scene of
tively safe are found to be more danplimentary resolutions to ths newspaper
advance in this direction.
the disaster of June 25, 1876, is about
gerous than had been supposed.
correspondents.The Engrossing ComThe number of tornadoes reported fourteen miles above Fort Custer, on
The first striking result of the exammittees will finish up their work durfrom Jan. 1 to June 11, 1887, is 125. the right and left banks of the clear
ination of Lieut. Finley’s map showing
ing the next three days, and at
In 1886 for the same period there were Lesser Horn, as it winds down through
noon of the 29th the curtain will
the geographical distributionof 1,86'
210, which shows that taken yearly the valley from the Big Horn tfinge. these Indians the bugles sounded be rung down on the thirty-fourth
tornadoes from 1682 to 1886, inthere are great fluctuations.The fig- It was a hap-hazardselection Mot a “charge,” the soldiers came rushing sessionof the MichiganLegislature,a sesclusive, is that they uniformly
ures so far indicate that 1885 is a very battle-ground,and slightly more favoravoid extended mountain ranges. much milder .tornado year than 1886, able to the soldiers than to the red men, like the wind upon their women ond sion that has outranked all the others in
length. The sesoions for the post ten
The Rocky Mountains preaen; In J uly the Eastern States began to con- otherwise,instead of Maj. Reno and his children and killed many of them, but years
have been: 1877, 140 days; 1879,
the
braves
rallied
in great force, turned
so insurmountable a barrier that tribute their proportion,in addition to handful of men escaping after a terJ£0; 1881, 158; 1883, 158; 1885, 161; 1877,
on the troopers, and chased them back
the country lying west of this great those still due in the Western States.
ribly close conflict, in which defeat to the river, into which everybody 1<6 days.
range is almost entirely free from the
THE UNIVERSITY.
The most important deduction from meant annihilationand nothing else, tumbled and scrambled up to thie top
long violent tornado tracts seen in KanAmong
the
important matters closed up
the s^gnal-serv.ce statistics is that not one man would have been left alive of a steep hill opposite. When they
sas and Missouri It is known that
there is no evidence of variation in the to tell the terrible story of that dread- had Reno on the hill, the bucks in this week is the passage through the two
..storm-centers
which form west of the
number of tornadoes, but only an ap- ful June day. I have had exceptional great numbers tried to drive them off; houses,and the concorrenceof each with
the other's amendments of the new bill to
Rocky Mountains are imperfectly deparent increase, caused by better re- opportunitiq^forarriving at the truth but, not succeeding, the women, old take the place of the vetoed University apveloped, and are not persistent or vioportorial and press facilities.It would concerning the massacre, and I am men and some bucks were left to guard propriation bill. As finally passed, and as
lent in their course until the Missisrequire a vast lapse of time to demon- convinced that neither the reds nor them while the others recrossed the approvedby the Governor this morning,
sippi valley is reached. Tornadoes strate the theory that the cutting away the whites knew what they were about
stream and hurried down to the other the bill appropriates $108,365.94 fee 1887
form at an average distance of 453
of forests "affects the number and when the battle was begun. General end of the village, where the cry hid and $46,700 for 1883. This is a reducUon,
miles southeast of the main stormdeadly violence of tornadoes. They Custer knew that a large and power- been raised that more soldiers were as a result of the veto, of about $50,000, to
center, as shown in 41 cases cited by
ful Indian village was over in the Lit- coming. Of course this was Custer’s be deducted mostly from the item for new
considered
fixed
Prof. H. A. Hazen, of the signal serlaboratorybuilding.
characteristic of the United States, like tle Horn Valley somewhere, and he outfit, and we have no tale of that tervice. It follows that the cold air from
MINING SCHOOL.
the geographical formation of the determined, with rare pluck though rible affair except what the Indians tell
the foot of the Rocky Mountains,comThe mining school is another of the immountain ranges, and the average extreme rashness, to attack that vil- us.
portant matters settled this week. The
ing in the wake of an eastwardly movnumber may be considered as little lage in his usual pell-mell style, deFrom all, that can be gathered, it Governortold Senator Hubboll plainly that
ing storm, manifesting unusuallylow
subject to change. They seem an in- pending upon dasn and discipline to
barometer, causes sharp contrasts of evitable result of the movement of im- carry him through in spite of the force seems that Custer must have come he would not anprove the $120,000 approdown as far as the river with his troop- priation for the new building for this
temperature in Kansas and Mismense masses of air over comparatively of numbers opposed to him. Custer ers, although Gall says he never got school, and so, as the only alternative, it
souri, and these contrasts,sometimes
level plains, and on the boundaries be- made his first mistake when he divided within half a mile of the stream ; but was called back and reduced to $75,000, at
as much as 50 degrees, result in great
tween the temperate and torrid zones. his forces. With less than 240 men he the footprints of the cavalry horses led which figure it finally passed both houses
tornadoes frequently in Northwestern Tornadoes occur in India and Japan
attempted to do what would have re- in a broad and well-detineatrail clear and was approved by the Governor on the
24th.
Missouri and Northern Kansas. It is
and parts of Europe where land sur- quired four or five regiments united
LIQUOR-TAX BILL.
further shown by the distributionof faces are free from extended mountain and in mass. Even with all his force down to the river, notwithstanding
Gall’s statement to the contrary. GaU
The other important matter was the final
tornado tracts that the average of
ranges. It would be a valuable contri- together and making a swoop down went with me, placed his foot on a cer- passage by the two houses of the conferseverity and destructionsteadily lessens
bution to science if the tornadoes that upon the great village the chances tain spot, fully one-half a mile from ence committee’s report on the Bates highas the storm centers move eastward occur in India and Japan were classi- were a hundred to one that he would
tax liquor bill. The Senate was obliged
the river, and said flatly and positively
from the MississippiValley. This wanfied and recorded. This might lead to be whipped anyhow, and badly, too.
to recede from Its reductionof the retail
that
the
white
soldiers
got
no
nearer
ing of tornado power is gradual, but
the further advancementof the science
The Indian camp was on the left the river than that point, and were liquor tax to $300, and put it back to $500,
the danger does not entirely cease as
of tonado predictions in the United side of the Little Horn River, extend- then first met by his braves and fought as it first passed the House. The Senate
the Atlantic coast is approached. The
States, which at preseht awaits the ac- ing up and down the stream, in a back step by step to the ridge where amendment allowing bondsmen to be secoast lines of the Gulf of Mexico and
lected from the township was also receded
tion of Congress to carry it to a high lovely, fertile bottom, covered with all finally perished.When asked how
from, and they must be secured from the
of the AtlanticOcean are nearly free
degree of perfection, saving many rich herbage and luxuriant grasses, these footprints came on the bank, the municipality.Section one is the imporfrom tornadoes,because great contrasts lives and much valuable property.
and occupying an area fullv three miles chief explained that they were made tant one of the whole bill, and reads at
accompanying storm centers can not
in length by half a mile in width. by white soldiers on horseback who follows:
develop,owing to the equalizing effect
Man’s Rights— Shall Women Vote?
When one considers the size of this had attempted to escape from the field
Section 1. The People of the State of
of the ocean temperature and As the women have organizedwith; ‘a camp,
close packed with lodges, tepees by going down a ravine and then
Michigan enact, That in all townships,
moisture. Of the total number of view to asserting their rights, i. e., the and wickiups, he can form some idea
cities, and villages of this State there shall
tornadoes reported nearly one-half privilegeof voting, selectingtheir candi- of the populationit contained. It must crossing the river. These were met be paid annually the following tax upon
by
some
bucks
on
the
other
side, who
occur in the Mississippi Valley, dates, and so on, itis about time the lords be remembered, too, that every redthe business of manufacturing,selling, or
which is the region of greatest violence. of creation woke up to the fact thai their skin in a tribe— bucks, squaws, boys, turned them up stream again, and, keeping for sale, by all persons whose busiafter racing parallel to the, village for ness, in whole or in part, consists in sellThe lapse of time must make this even rights are being usurped.
maidens, and all except the papooses nearly three-guartersof a mile, were
This time I shall deal with the voting
ing or keeping for sale or manufacturing
more marked, because the records of
—does his or her level best at fighting finally crowded into the water, and distilledor brewed or malt liquors, or
question.
the Eastern States cover a much longwhen attacked by the enemy. So it they recrossed the river once more. mixed liquors,as follows: Upon the busiWhy should the women vote?
er period, while the number of tornaHaven't we got enough voters without was with Sitting Bull’s village in the They came out just where all the cav- ness of selling or offeringfor sale spiritdoes is less. The region of greatest them?
Little Horn Valley. When the brave alry tracks appeared, and, after runuous or intoxicating liquors, or mixed
frequency is along the north and west
Have the lords of creation degenerated cavalry leader swept down on the In- ning half a mile farther, were finally liquors,by retail, or any mixture or comboundary lines of Missouri,increasing to that point where intelligentmanipula- dia s with his usual dash and elan, he
pound, excepting proprietarypatent meditoward the point of intersection.Then tion of the ballot-box is unknown to them? was not checked by bullets or arrows; caught and knocked on the head with cines, which in whole or part consist of spircomes NorthwesternGeorgia, extendNot much. We do not need the women’s no want of courage caused him to pause stone clubs. The chief, who was un- ituous or intoxicating liquors, and any
doubtedly the leader of the red forces malt, brewed, or fermented liquors, $560
ing into Alabama. A very solid and votes. We can vote twice, if necessary,
or falter, but simply mass of numbers on that day, further says that only forand
save
them
the
annoyance.
per annum; upon the business of selling
compact region of tornado developgot in his way, beat him back step by ty-three Indians were killed in all, al- only brewed or malt liquors at wholesale
If
women
are allowed to vote, what will
ment is in Southern Michigan, tending
the poor saloon-keeper do on election day? step, notwithstanding the leaden hail though a great many afterward “fell or retail, or at wholesale and retail,$300
toward the lower part of Lake Michipoured into the savages from the cav- over and died.” This phrase, I think, per annum; upon the business of selling
or any other day for that matter?
gan. For a distance of about 200 miles
Eagle eyes will watch us from all sides.
alry carbines,and finally overpowered refers to the wounded who died of
spirituousor intoxicatingliquors at wholesquare this region nearly equals that of
There will be little chance to sneak in and killed every white man after the their injuries. This seems a very small sale, $500; or at wholesale and retail, $800
Kansas in frequency, though it has not through the back door of our favorite re- ammunition of the latter had been exper annum; upon the business of manumore than one-tenth its extent, and its sort and get a “bracer” at the expense of hausted. Custer’s men fought all they percentage of casualties among the red facturing brewed or malt liquors for sale,
men,
when
it
is
considered
that
240
$65 per annum; upon the business of manaverage severity far less. In the our candidate.
could, fired shot after shot with telling white bodies were found on the field,
ufacturing for sale spirituous or intoxicaEastern States the most remarkable Peppermint,cloves, cinnamon, and oth- effect,but all to no purpose.
although more than 240 men yielded ting liquors,$800 per annum. No person
region next to Western New York is er innocent perfumers of the breath will
Indians who were in that fight have up their lives on Custer’s field, not paying a tax on spirituous or intoxicating
tire us through constant use.
in the Connecticut River valley, which
When at the polls we shall be obliged to told me some strange stories. Sitting counting the killed and wounded of liquorsunder (his act stall be liable to pay
seems to be persistentlyfollowed by
tone down our questionsand answers to Bull was not in the tight at all. Gall Reno’s and Benteen’s commands. His- any tax on tbe sale of malt, brewed or fertornadoes through Connecticut and short, simple sentences, not at all savoring was the big chief and generalissimoof
mented liquors.No person paying a manMassachusettsinto New Hampshire. of brimstone. Boisterous hilarity will not the day, and while he was leading the tory has been corrected somewhat ufacturer’stax on brewed or malt linuois
since that dark and bloody page was
The open country here favors the de- be tolerated.
bucks and directing the engagement recorded, and not the least important under this act shall he liable to pay a
velopment of a small tornado with a
If women are allowed to vote our patience
wholesale dealer’stax on the same.
old Tonka-te-Tonka (Sitting Bull) was is that the Indians outnumbered fully
track about a mile or half a mile long will bo worn out in no time.
APPROPRIATIONSOP THE SESSION.
back in his medicine lodge making hve to one all the white men in the
The expectorationof tobacco-juicein the
The total appropriations made at this
and from two to five hundred feet in
medicine. As the Indians won and country, including the differentcomsession have been nearly $3,000,600— a
width. Western Connecticutand Massa- most qonvenient spot will be prohibited.
Sitting Bull made the medicine he, of mands of Custer, Ren teen, Reno, as
No
smoking
will be allowed during voting
pretty snug little sum for Michigan taxchusetts favor the accumulation of
course, got all the credit for the vic- well as Gen. Terry’s and Gen. Gibhours.
payers to meet.
warm air from the Southwest, If some thoughtless individual happens tory. One of the Indians says that the
AS MUCH IMPORTANT WORK
bon’s commands, then at the fork of
which moves steadily northward, in with a freshlylighted cigar and desires shells got stuck in the white men’s
has been done during the week ns during
the two Horn Rivers, on the way up to
while Pennsylvania,Virginia and to remain for a time, he shall be promptly carbines, and when those weapons were
the entire session; but to sum up the legisWestern Delaware remain cool, ordered to toss his cigar out of doors. thus rendered useless as firearms the effect a junctionwith the Seventh Cav- lation. much of it very hasty and Imperfect,
alry.
Had
they only known it the savthis causing sharp contrasts of Thereby actually throwing away a nickel poor fellows, pressed to the wall and
that is always crowded into the closing
ages could have swept everything betetaperature. In southeastern Penn- or a dime.
overpowered ten to one, clubbed their fore them, as they were in superior hours of a session would trespass too much
Have the women considered the enormity
on your space, and so without attempting
sylvania near the bend of the Delguns and fought desperately, with force, armed with magazine rifles and it I close this last report of the doings of
aware River there is a group of torna- of this waste?
death staring them in the face, until fighting for their lives, although as a the Michigan Legislature for 1887.
Perhaps
v
does centering near Trenton, N. J.
the last doomed man fell in his tracks. rule our North American aborigines
Let us hope they have not.
___
Observer,
Southeast of Lakes Erie and Ontario
Our candidate, when dealing out change When the ammunition was exhausted have a wholesome dread of artillery,of
there is also a lively region which is an to be used for the good of the cause, wUl the Indians walked up, knocked them
Church Extension.
which Gen. Terry had one or two pieces
extensiondue to the still higher con- ame his arm shaking hands.
down with clubs and butchered them
*
A Sioux Falls ministerrecently went
trasts of temperaturecommon in the
And when the “tip” is given, if our bet- with hatchets. Gall told me that the
Another correction should be made out to another Dakota town to help orMississippiValley and southern Mich- ter seven-eighths is near, we shall be com- main object of his young men was fto
in the case of Gen. Custer himself. He ganise a church. On his return his
igan. In northeastern Mississippi )elled to frequentlyinvent excuses whereby stampede the horses, which carried the
did not wear long, golden hair, as has wife said to him
there is a very marked extension of the we may slip out and make proper dispo- saddle-pockets in which each soldier
been generally supposed, but had it
“I trust you were successful and laid
sition of the funds placed in our care.
Georgia and Alabama region, though
Several others may find it necessary to had stored his ammunition. The clipped short before he left h’s post to tbe foundation for a prosperous church
not equaling it in frequency.
troopers had, perhaps, fifty rounds take tlto field. He was also scalped, society.”
eave at the same time.
The value of property reported to
If we ore allowed to depart, the police- apiece on their persons, but the like all the rest, but he being slightly
“Well, I’m afraid I can’t say that I
the Signal Service os destroyed in 205 man at the comer vanishes for the time main supply was in the saddle-bags,
bald on the crown of his head, a scalp- was.”
years was about $28,000,000. Lieu- beinff, and we hasten to the performanceof being entirely too heavy to carry
lock was cut from further back. The
“Why, I don’t fee what could have
tenant Finley estimatesthis to be about our duty.
on the body. In' all, the soldiers were brave man died game, so every redskin prevented.”
one-tenth the actual value, making the
We promised to keep the saloon-keeper supplied with about 200 rounds per
admits, and set an example for courage
“I’ll tell you ; I got those together
total losses about $300,000,000. The posted on l^ow things were running,and man for the fight. When the cavalryand
bravery which was followed by who appeared to be interested and we
promises
should
always
be
kept
number of deaths reported was 3,165,
men were dismounted to tight on foot every soldier in his battalion. Many talked the matter over some little
The guardian of the peace likewise keeps
and the injured, 5,049. These figures
one soldier was detailed to hold every of the white men were sadly mutilated. time.”
him posted.
are doubtless much below the actual
Women at the polls, you see, wovld ren- eight horses. Gall says he quickly saw
“Well, why didn't you go on?”
damage, because tornado reports in- der these excursions % hazardous under- the advantage to be gained could the
Expectationsof Human Life.
“Why,
they didn’t seem to be very
clude the main facts only. The trans- taking. As a natural consequence,good, horses laden with ammunitionbe stamThe followingtable of the expecta- enthusiastic and so to test the matter
mission of news is partly obstructed, old-fashioned patrolmenwould die a nat- peded, so he devised a plan to that
tion of life at 25 years of age coincides I said, ’Gentlemen, I move that we
and isolated regions escape report. ural death.
end. He sent a score or two of young with singularaccuracy with the whole proceed to organize a Presbyterian
Our
candidate
would
be
snowed
under,
The comparison of a number of torbucks up a ravine to the rear, and experience of one of the oldest and
church.’ Ju&t then a prominent businadoes with the amount of forest land simply because he takes an “occasional” these embroyo warriors, unmindful of
most reliable life assurance establish- ness man arose and said: ’I move to
drink
frequently.
by Sates, according to the United
When the polls are closed, and we flying lead and the danger of the job, ments in London, England:
amend the gentleman’s motion so that
States census, indicates that these
eagerly await the result— at the usual stop, suddenly rose up with yells and shouts Age. Expecta.Age.Expect n Age. Expect’n. instead of a Presbyterian church we
storms are ndt appreciably influenced
......
ping place— we are liable to be called just in front of the horses, swung their £ ..........
organizea Board of Trade and got up a
by the presence or absence of forests. upon at any time to march home and as- blankets wildly in the air, and every
£ .......... 86.41 44 .......... 23.09 61 ......... .US boom.* ‘Those ip favor of the amendTornadoes are caused by the persist-
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along:
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sume the responsibilities of the household,

steed in the outfit broke loose from the

movement and accumulation of air while our “lordess” remains to learn the holders and scampered down the ramasses on an immense scale. Forests result
vine toward the Little Horn, where
Man was driven to labor by the sweat of they were gathered in by the squaws
and other local features of landscape
his brow through woman’s desire to lead. and old men, on the wait for just what
have little effect
The signal service reported 280 tor- And she is just as anxious to-day to be had occurred. Many of the Indians
first in all things as was poor Mother Eve
nadoes for 1886, 136 for 1885,! 200 for
were armed with cavalry carbiaes and
in days gone by.
1884, 161 for 1883, and from that time
We cannot afford to have it thus, nor to United States muskets, so this very
back to 1870 the number diminishes to let our feeble fractionof existence be lost ammunition was turned against Custer
9. This does not represent a change sight of in the superior tact of women.
and his men, and no doubt had very
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ment,* said I, ‘will please rise.* You
ought to have seen them get up 1 Every

man stood np except one lame man
and he was feeling around on the floor
for his ernteb. Home got np on the
chairs, and one man tried to crawl on
top of the stove. When I came away
they were talking about moting the
cemetery to make room for a street-ear
line.*—

Dakota

Sell.

was

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

of the finest orations the good

to. All pronounced it one of the most

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

on**

people of this section have ever listened

able and EloquentFourth of July orations

Saturday, July 9, 1887.

was

delivered in our city. It

nearly one

o’clock when the exerciseswere com(Continued frm
J.

Wagon and

first

page-)

pleted but all listened attentively.

FLIEMAN’S

THE RACES.

Carriage Manufactoryand

The crowd

at the city park

was

great, but

Blacksmith shop were well represented. in the afternoon the crowd at our fair
Mr. F. had several of the products of his grounds to see the races was equally so.
Institution In line, including buggies, And judging from the appearance in the
wagons, light wagons and other vehicles. city it must have fairly rained people.
The display was good.
It. RANTERS & SONS.

The country cousins were on hand in
droyes, and each of them brought his
With characteristicenterprise this firm girl or her beau. The people were taken
of hardware dealers had designeda com- a little aback at being asked to pay
plete kitchen and had it furnishedwith twsnty-flve cents admission, but soon got
goods from their store. It was covered over that and the grounds were well filled
and a little girl was in charge, ironing with people who watched the races with
and doing the ordinary work of a home, evident satisfaction even if the time bein which all the utensils were well dif- tween heats was stretched out a littletoo
played. The decorationsof the wagon long. The score on tbs “Four year and
were handsome.

TATION COMPANY.

Daily Steamboat Line
BETWEEN
Eaton Bark St Jotojb, ail Chicago,
The new and elegant Propellnr

D. W. Ainsworth'* b. s. ‘-Frank Rysdyk”....!1 1

irrepressibleand always

A

“up

full line of

York.

White Goods, Sateens and

:

Sons,

and many New and Desirable Goods.

1

with— refreshingsoda water only

multitude of people

a glass.

is full

complete without the celebrated Vin- plauded by
dicator Fanning Mills, and although Mr.

at

all

It

6.

in

which the

Vindicatorwas separating dust, dirt,

FOOT RACES, SACK RACES, ETC.'I&B
As is usually the custom at Fourth of

HOLLAND CRYSTAL CREAMERY
wagons in

line,

July celebrations, a sack race

and the jingle race filled a portion of

and

a foot

the time during the

of the cracked bell and piping voice cry- afternoon. The prizes for the sack races
ing "botermelk”atartled the stranger, were taken by Lyman Rockwood and Al-

who was

lemonade. The
-as

1887.

5,

a

FIREWORKS.

nnrtriHta

Ribbons, Gauzes, Silks,

paign It outsellsall other books in the field. Com •
pleto outfit, Including engraving, for 50 cents In

and velvets

Humorous Booh of

nial

who were anxious and waiting to see the
large and extend- display of Fireworks.At about 8 o’clock
ed business in this section in the repairing the work of firing began and It was fully
is

building up

traction engine

was

pulling a

the traction engine. The representation no accidentsoccurred everyone went to
was much applauded along the route.
their home at the conclusion satisfied with

HOLLAND WAGON WORKS
the largestand most elaborate celebration
Of .Messrs. Takken & De Bpelder were of the birth of American Independence
represented by as neat a wagon as there ever held in Holland City.
was in the procession.Although this
NOTES.
firm have but recently located here they

W. H.

THE COMICAL FEATURES.

The processson would not be complete
without the horrible terribles and the
in line was a “take-ott”on the Fire

$5 per year.and the

pompous editor of

the

City News, who was busy writing obitu-

were pleased

to see that the .boys have the

patriotism to appear in a Fourth of July

in the First Ward.

themselves with glory and all spoke well
of the

way

conduct of the members and

in

18-tf.

the re-

Kewapnper •upportlncth«» Principle* of
u Democratic AdmlnUlrution.
Published in

L 4 S.

from the Resorts and they all did a big

was some two or three hours before she

again.

The

best

is

always the cheapest and the

farmers of Ottawa couuty will build
Hedges and have fences that will last as
long as time,

when

enced men

do the work and guarantee

to

they can get experi-

a fence that will turn all stock, even pigs
and chickens,and only occupies fifteen
inches of ground and can be trimmed at
the rate of one rod per minute. For the

building, opposite

Bros, shoe store, and willj sell

goods at a

all

Great Sacrifice in Price
in order

CO.

to make room for a

complete new stock when

fa fa li® 4

J".

my

I

new

Co. store to be built on tbe corner
of

Eighth and Market

streets. _

DMC.” CALL EARLY

An Eight-page newspaper, Issued

and get

HAVANA FILLED

A. clean, pure, bright and Interesting

FAMILY PAPER.
the

Van Duren

Dlus. Circular.

SMOKE

THE WEEKLY STAR,

to

20-tf.

can be found in the Bosnian

I

take possession of

the City of Now York.

It contains the latest news, down

1887.

new

process, each
t Ipiece having a

WEEDSPOUT, N. Y.
FOR SALE BY

THESTAR

of the celebration.Five boats were

engaged in carrying passengers to and

V

CWSend for
MANUFACTURED BY

every Wednesday.
was

a

WEEDSPORT SKIRT & DRESS

which they played.

At the Resorts a lively day
sult

of the

could be helped off and was running

With genuine “down south” darkey appearance and with voices that harmonized— well, fairly well, were the Jubilee
Singers who were perched on a wagon
and sang songs which delighted a large
proportion of the crowd and possible
pleased the balance. The song which
was intended as a reminder of certain
events which have occurred in the city
during the past six months met with

1S87.

Daily, Weekly, and Sunday Editions.

it

JUBILEE SINGERS

Holland, Mich., April 13,

:

a-?5«5SSSsij

The Holland City Cornet Band covered

procession even if they lack a sufficient business. During the forenoon the steamer
amount of that quality to maintain a Saugatuck ran aground near the point and

Hose Company

BHbJV

east of Post-office.

land repeat the experimentevery year.

ary notices undoubtedly, were the features

which created the most merriment. We

Genuine
Whalebone
used by our

WILLIAMEDITOR.
DOR8HEIMER,

Depart-

ment of the city. The assistant chief at

Conforms to
the figure of
the wearer In
the most trying positions.

VAN DUREN BROS.

bration and are anxious to have Hol-

first

discomfort.

Neally and promptly executed.

Eaton’s Family Band, of Keller,

are displaying the right kind of enterprise Mich., discoursed music on the steamer
that helps makes a lively town. They Queen of the Lakes.
had workmen engaged on all the kinds of
The Allegan Band was engaged aboard
labor that they perform in their instituthe steamer Macatawa in the afternoon
tion, and shavings and|sparks of fire flew
and made several trips with the boat.
in profusion from'thfiirwagon.
Everybody was pleased with the ceel-

process, with

REPAIRING
Three doors

20,

60

“Breaking In"
acoompanjin*

were unanimous in their praises of the
which was an engine running full speed, selection of pieces by the committee.
the steam being furnished by the boiler of The rockets were especially fine, and as

WERKMAN.

For the next

No

Specialty

of Custom Work.

wagon on

MISSES

ELEGANCE
C0HF0RT
ECONOMY
DURABILITY

We make a

Our Goods.

^^CORSET.

large assort-

a

of ail kinds of machinery,was very appro- ten o’clock before the last piece was dispriately represented in the procession. A charged, and all who witnessed them

Gall and See

SECURITY

a practicalmachinist and an engi-

neer who

the Age,

Holland, Mich., June

ment of Goods on hand.

Park began to swarm with people

new shades and colors.

Stamping Done to Order.

At an early hour in the evening Centen-

HUNTLEY

all in the

dressing, pug dogs, etc., in iter inimitable mirthprovokingstyle. The book Is profuselyillustrated

ETC., ETC..

Always have a

and

III.

Samantha at Saratoga!

BOOTS,
shoes,

--

-IN

MELLINGEB. -.Made over $60 first week.”—
W. ALLISON. "Took 10 orders first day."— T.
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential cam-

Richest

DEALERS IN

A. F. Youngston, of this
stranger, won the foot races.

display was good as well

A.
is

and

city,

the “botermelk.”

who

May

Mtri0:
Special Bargains
85.
w

Free

Van Duron Bros.

surprised to find any beverage bert Koning;

here besides the patriotic soda water and

*

!

Clevelond, size 22x28 Inches, worth
great book for agents, “The Lives and
Graves ofour Presidents," over 600 pages. 22 full
TVftrrf*
'V MATTIE
Lf a rpn^r t?
page portraits."Chared $20. Grot
firstrlmr
day.”—

Chicago,

practice.

time.
all its

YOU

and Children,
and also

for Ladles, Misses,

Y.

stamps. Always addressELDER PUB. CO.,

and left a H. Vaupell took the prize in thirty-one
box. It seconds. Pretty quick time considering
has to, and if that the boys have had but very little

you don’t believe it Mr. farmer just try
one. It will make you rich in a short

had

A PRESENT

one hundred and fifty feet of hose.
and The company under the direction of Mr.

refuse, from a mass of stuff,

it

N

Franklin Square

lay

large percentage of grain in the

always does that when

Hats, Bonnots, etc.

RICHARD K FOX,

kept fresh by

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland. Mich.,

have the latest styles of

ONE DOLLAR.

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

This contest consisted of a run of one

Goods.

are being sold at astonishingly
low prices.

We

Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
id clubs. Sample copies mailed free*
Address all orders to

will positively

IPjAIT

ing of the Fourth he got there just the hundred yards, couple to hydrant, and

wagpn

and complete and

the corner of

who saw him.

line of attraclive

POLICE GAZETTE

HOSE LAYING CONTEST.

L. did not arrive in town until the morn-

a nice

Have receiveda new

.

3 TVeelsjs Which

frequentinvoices.

LAMOREUX & WERKMAN.
Eighth and River streets at 4 o’clock with
Of course the procession would not be his new “acts.” He was heartily ap-

same, and had

MISSES WERKMAN

The King of the Slack Wire entertained a

five cents

Prest.

THE

The
will be mailed,
securely wrapped, to any address In the United
States for three months on receipt of

GROCERIES-

the Athletics by a score

THE “GREAT DE BOE”

the crowd drew near to regale themselves

GRAHAM,

H.

J.

Treas.

Millinery

Our Stoctyf

at the rear announced its approach,while of 16 to 2.

Sec’y and

at

&

Van Fatten

G.

Proprietors of the City Bakery, were Grounds between the Park City’s and the
representedby their delivery wagon, and Athletics,both clubs of Ibis city. The

game was won by

MORTON,

Table Linens,
has been received

J

the familiar ring of the boll which hangs

J. S.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomenees. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the mnltltude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only in
cans Koval Bakiso Powder Co., 106 Wall St .
New
50-48w.

the

wagon which was as neat in design as any
featureof the Races and the first
in the procession.The body of the
was easily captured by Brazil a Plainwell
wagon was used as a manufactory and
horse. The score was
packing room, with the men all at work. J. Smith’s b. g. “Brazil” .....................
1 1 1
An occasionalhandful of the celebrated 0. W. McAllister’sb. m. “Maud M." ......... 2 2 2
8 3 3
•'J. M.V* thrown out by the proprietor H. Sprlk’a s. ff. “GeorKe” ....................
Time:—
2:49tf, 2:45, 2:44><.
caused a scramble among the crowd, and
BASE BALL GAME.
no wonder, everybody wants to smoke
At 2 o’clock, during the races, a game
them.
of Base Ball was started at the Fair
j. pessink & uno.,

taking this route a saving of $1.90 in fare
made on each ticket to or from Chicago.
No charge at Benton Harbor for transfering baggage. Buy your R. R. tickets to
Benton Harbor and try this route.
is

Absolutely Pure.

main
money

The “Three Minute Race” was

Will leave Benton Harbor daily, except
Saturdays,at 8 o’clock p. m., and St.
Joseph at 9:80 p. m. Returning will
leave Chicago, J. H. Graham & Co’s,
dock, 40 River street, “foot of Wabash
Avo.,” daily at 9 o’clock a. m., exceoting
Satordays and Sundays. Saturday’s boat
leaves at 11:30 p. m. Good connections
are made at Benton Harbor and by

^vkiH6
POWDER

188r7.

to G. C. McAllister b. s. “John A. McDonell" .. .2 2 2
J. Smith’s ch. m. “Star Lilly” ................ 3 8 3
snuff” cigar manufacturer displayedhis
Time:-8:5fl,2:51X,3:00.
good last# and enterprising spirit by a

The

GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPOR-

SPRING and SUMMER

under Race” was:
VAN DEK VEN.

J. M.

AstonishingSuccess.
person who has
used Boschee's German Syrup to let its
wonderful qualitiesbe known to their
friends in curing Consumption, severe
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and
in fact all throat and lung diseases. No
person can use it without immediaterelief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of ail Druggists to recommend it to the poor, dying
consumptive,at least to try one bottle, as
80,000 dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case where it failed was reported. Such a medicine as the German
Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask
your druggist about it. Sample bottles
to try, sold at 10 cents. Regular size, 75
cents. Sold by all Druggists and Doalprs,
in the United States and Canada.
It is the duty of every

Good Bargains

hour of going

to press.

Agricultural,

Market,
Household,

Fashion,
Financial

Political, Poetical,
Humorous and

Editorial

THE NEW

Departments, all under the directionof trained
Journalists of tbe highest ability. Its columns will
be found crowded with good things from beginningto
end.
Original stories by distinguished American and
foreignwritersof fiction.

TERMS OF THE WEEKLY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Free of Postage In the United Stale* and Canada,
ouUlde the limlta of New York City.

ONE DOLLAR FOR ONE YEAR.
Clubs of

lOlo the Mine P. 0. address,with au
copy to organiserof Club,

additional

?.

.

SIO.OO

FOR THREE MONTHS, on trial,
25 cents
Special term* and extraordinaryla£seenu*ni* in agent* and canvasser*,
ttend ft>r Circular*.

rounds of applause. The “trotting mat- truth of this ask Messrs. Kramer, Miedeinee,” the “school house covered with ma and Rldderlng. Two miles of orders
lightning rods” and the “bridge question”
taken the past week by the agent, Mr. u.
Tn Daily Btai containsall the new* of the day la
were the things alluded to in the song.
W. Bennett, who is a resident of Holland. an attractiveform. Its specialcorrespondence by
cable from London, Pari*, Berlin, Vienna and Dublin,
AT CENTENNIALPARK.
isa commendable feature.
F. J. Marshall, a farmer aged about
As the processionfiled into the Park
At Washington, Albany,and other news center*, the

0. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 28. 1887.

Price 5 Cents.

and Commercial,

Steamer Macatawa
yas been fitted out in a first-class manner and is now running
between this city and the Macatawa Resorts.

THE DAILY STAR.

the extent of the large crowd present was,
for the first time, noticed

sixty years, and

a

resident of

Wexford

and the grounds county, was struck by the baggage car of

swarmed with people. The program the Chicago & West Michigan R’y “fait
as publishedin our last issue was carried train,” at New Richmond, last Tuesday
out. F. 0. Churchill read the Declara- evening. He was knocked senseless and

just

tion of Independence In a clear and reso- sustained a serious scalp

nant voice that was

easily

heard by

present and the exercises were

much

all

ap-

wound.

It be-

gins almost at the middle of the forehead
and extends back about four inches, the

preciated by those in attendance. Hon. scalp on the right side being almost torn

G.

J.

DIekema delivered the oration in

his

usual entertaining style of oratory, aid

it

off. He was put on the train and taken to

Grand Rapids.

correspondent*,specially retained by Tbk Braa,
furnishthe latest new* by telegraph.
Ita literary featores are un*urpaiwed.
The Financialand Market Review*i ar
are unusuallyfull
and complete.

First-class Accommodations for All.

ableit

TERMS OF THE DAILY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Free of Poetageln the United State*and Canada, outride the Umtteof New York City.
Every Day, for on e year (IncludingSunday), $100
Dally, without Sun day, one year,
6.00
Every Day, *lx month*,
8.80
Dally, withoutSunday, *1* month*,
, 8.00
Sunday, withoutDally, on* year,
1.80

. ,
.....
. ,

The boat will leave the dock at Holland for the Macatawa
Resorts at 9 a. m., and 1 and 5 p. m. ; returning will
leave at 1 a. m., and 2 and 8 p. m.
1

,

...

ACiruj,

Special trips

THK STAR,

Broadway and Park Flaw, Now York.

P.

made

as desired.

DE FEYTER, Master. W.

A.

WILLIAMS, Clerk.
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meetingshave been well attended. The

Zeeland,
Holland, Mich.

July

Merchant Tailors.

indicationsare that they will be better

D08MAN, J.

W

Merchant Tailor, keens the
patronized after to-day than before, as tbe
;P,.]*r8e8t stock of Cloths and Ready-made
Clothing
In
city.
Eighth
'
race courses have a monopoly of pool-

iRUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
For some time preparations were made for celebratingthe “Glorious Fourth” and the comraittees appointed labored faltWhlly and in- selling according to the law recently
Marble Works.
dustriouslyto make it a successin every way.
passed, and the betting element will ^ghth*^ frwt01
t*’ f^lshi ng Gckk^i"
]')E.tMERELL R. N., dealer in Granite and
That they did so was proved by tbe number of
.MJ)Dn,n«itaY Headstones, Tablets.
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.
surely be on band in goodly force.
people in our village. Fully five thousand atBuilding Work done. Eighth street.
M Ta,lor- Renovatingand repairing
The
wheat market has at last settled
tended and helped make the occasion one of the
Holland, Mich., July 6. 1887.
street00th °8 “ 8poc,a,f>' chcaP and good. Rive*
Meat Markets.
grandest ever held here. Owing to the rain in the after the recent “corner,” and its disThe Common Connell met pursuant to adjourn*
morning the procession was postponed until 2 p.
ment and was calledto order by the Mayor.
astrous effects, which let us hope will
Commission Merchant.
Present: Mayor McBride,Aid. Carr, DeVries, m., but the customaryexercises were held at the
DufJc.a^Ad8,ltiU>t?,1;;rSg
have a tendency to diminish the passion
Kramer, Kuite, Van Ark, and the Clerk.
“Square” The officers of the day were: PresicommlMlon Merchant, and
Minutes of the last seven meetings were read dent, C. Van Loo; Reader, Prof. P. Borst; Chap- for dealing in “puls” and, “calls,” and market irk? SfSn> Flour *nd Produce. Highest
aDd relal1 dealer ,n fresh.
-1Y salt and smoked meats. No, 38 Eighth 81.
and approved.
rick
lain, Rev. J. Kramer; Orator,Rev. Johannes make all trades to be in the real article.
Aid. Steketecappeared during the readingof
Van der Meulen, of Ebenezer; Marshal, J. D.
Miss Jennie Ranters, of your city, has
yAN DER VEER. First
the minutesand took his seat.
^arkot- Choice meats always
Everhard. The procession in the afternoonwas
Drags and Medicines.
J. Homing and five others petitionedas follows:
onhand. Eighth street, near Ftsh.
been with us during the past week, inGentlemen:— We the undersignedresidents and a very beautiful sight. The streets were lined on
tax-payers of the City of Holland, our premises all tides by citizensand visitingpeople who were tending to leave for home after the 4th.
Millinery.
CEZ,tiLT0STU''F--Krmm4
abutting on the north side of Second street, beNicholas W, Birkboff, a young gentlegreatly amused and delighted.First in the protween River and Lake streets,respectfully pePEif RERGE L it 8. A CO., Millinery
cession was a wagon with thirty-eight of onr man well known in Holland, has been in
tition your honorable body that we may be granted
eLl.l'ishmfnM?.?00,'1®-The oldcn millinery
the privilegeof having said road or streetAxed np young ladiesrepresenting the several states of the
the old country since last January, and is
and filled in the whole width of the street, like it
C°r' E'Khth nnd Ccdar
Union. Next about twenty wagons representing
formerly has been, so that we may be enabled to
expected
home about the first of August.
the
differenArades,
etc.,
of
onr
village,
drawn
by
plant shade trees and lay our sidewalks .—Referred
Photographers.
8°
M' u" Proprietor of First
to the Committee on Streets and Bridges.
three tractionengines, aud lastly the village, fire Mr. Schliss, a gentleman whom he met io
G. J. Van Durcn and six others, owners of department, etc. In the evening there was an ex- Rotterdam,has been visiting his patents, compoaad,<fd.y
property abutting upon that part of Cedar street
tensive displayof fireworks.The Zeeland cornet
George Birkboff, Sr., 577 West Adams
lying between the center of Twelfth and SixD/U8Kl,t ““d Pharmacist;a side on short notice. Eighth street.
teenth streets, petitionedthat a strip twenty feet baud furnished the music. Altogether this would
Street,
for the past few weeks. He leaves Incss. f #l * f K00dB aPPcrtalulug to the bunwide, throngh the centre of said part of said street, have been one of the most enjoyablecelebrations
be covered with gravel to an average thlcknejs of
ever held here had it not been for the sad accident for New York in a week or so, staying
eight inches, so spread that the same will be ten
Y A 8 toe ka w nt^fv ’ ,dru^ilU nnd booksellers,
inches thick in the center and six inches on the which occurred about 9 o’clock In the evening. A theie some time, then going back home. and
aud complete, cor Eighth
sides, of as good a quality as has been pnt on that can of powder which was being used by the
Mr. Schliss has proven to be a gentleman
part of Cedar stxeetlying between the centers of
V
A Y0U*N'G. proprietorsof River street
Dry Goods and Groceries.
Twelfth and Seventh street, the expense aud cost gunners, J. Slabbokornand J. Westvcld, exploded of great attraction,and the “girls” will ail
to be paid by specialassessment and divided Into and the men aud two twelve-year-old boys, one a
e,bl“c1’'*ni1
IWTSJH,
dealer In Dry Goods. Fancy
five equal installments.—Referred to the Com- son of Christian De Groot and the other a son of be broken- hearted when ho leaves.
•IJ
Goods,
and
hurnlshlng
Goods,
Eighth
street
mitteo on Streets and Bridges.
Physicians.
Some of the Chicago boys anticipate a
Mrs. Lahuls were injured.The De Groot boy was
The following bills were presented for payment:
'ery
badly
hurt
and
the
burned
flesh was torn from visit to Holland tnis summer, so look out
R. E. Workman, lumber for Fire Department,
$3.04 : TelephoneCo., telephones at water works, bis body by taking off his clothes. Wednesday he
for us.
clerk’s and Marshal’s offices,for quarterending was unconscious and in a high fever amt bis life
October 1st, 1887, $30.00; Phil Pndgham, attorney
The glorious “Fourlh” is now at hand,
dispairedof.The rest of the injured are getting
,Cn’ dea,*r in Dry Good-. Groceries
fees, hotel and other expenses,in suit of Townand
ye patriot will sally “forth” with
n. ft,° ?-,d CuPp’ Roots and Shoes, etc Tenth
ship by Geo. Souter, Commissionerof Highways, along nicely.A subscriptionlist was immedif A Phyilclun and Surgeon. Office
•treetopp. Union School building. ’ a n ifth ®t1" ll'?l1 s Drug Store. Residence,Corner
ts. City of Holland, Ottawa Cir. in Chancery, ately started for the injured people and a considercrackers and fuse and make the surround$135.45; F. 0. Nyc, suppliesfor electric fire
ElRi1l!1 nnd Fish streets. In house formerly occupied by L. Sprietsma. Office Hours: 9 to 10a.
alarms, $15 55; A. S. Crlssy, repairing fire alarm, able amount realized. During the afternoon “Tbe ings ring with bn patriotism. Long may
m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
Great De Boc," of Holland, gave an exhibition on
two days. £1.00;A. Gain, repairing fire alarm, one
she ring,
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
day. $2.00; C. Odell, special police, three days. the slack wire.
86.00; J . De Feyter. special police.IX days, 83.00:
A jolly party of five campers, some of CTEKETEE A., dealer In Dry Goods. Groceries
Later :-The De Groot boy died Thursday
B. Looyengoed, rebuilding sidewalks, $4.38; Geo.
H. Kipp, one month's salary as City Clerk, $37.50; morniug.
’em well-known to the Holland young street r°' * °D8’ etC‘ Doul,Ic Brick Store, Eighth
Edward Vaunell, salary as City Marshal, $29.17;
West Olive.
people intend to “celebrate”at Autivcb,
Wm. Verbcek. salary as City Treasurer. $22.92;
W. W.i Noble, lighting street lamps seventeen
The people of this place celebrated lu various 111., and if fate be propiciousyou may CTEKETEE PETER & CO., general dealer in
Saloons.
ayd Groceries.
and Feed,
nights. $25.00; J. VanDyk, lumber as per con- ways, some at home and some abroad. Many
hear more about their adventures. More and River sHeets^ CrockerJrla <!ty. Eighth n LOM, C., proprietor of the “Rose Bud Saloon"
tract, $140.80; R. E. Workman, labor and material
uianiiiKici'aiis
I1UU9C WU. 1, f ID 03; fc,. from other places were here.
anon.
and dealer in liquorsaud cigars. River street.
Will L. Chrystal.
Laming, blackemltbing for Street Commissioner, The drought which has been more severe than
VAN DER HAAR II., general dealer In fine
50c.; J. De Feyter. to one load of lumber from that of last year, or any previous year, was broken
RRGVVN,
dealer In Hqnors and cigars of all
street01 ° C8’ etC’ 0y8tcrfl ,n “«Mon. Eighth
Van Dyk’s mill, 60c.; A. S. Crlssy and A. Gain,
Wives ! Mothers ! Daughters
kinds. Eighth street near River.
on Saturday night, followed by a good rain on
clcaulug hose and eugiue house, $1.50 each; W.
H. Nye, F. J. Nye, John De Boer, and Gerrit Sunday and Monday.
Be your own physician! A lady who for
TJUNT R. A., dealer In Wine*. Liquors, and
’ * SiONSA0t?.eral DcalcrB In
Moleygraaf,helping at fire, $1.25 each: John
Harvest is about oyer in this neighborhood. years sullered from distressing female rln. viL%df’.9rocer,eB'
Crockery, Hats and AA Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three doors
Kruisonga, paid two poor orders. $6.00. -Allowed
Caps, Floor, Provisions,etc. River street.
east of City Hall.
and warrants ordered Issued on the city treasurer The grain is very light, drying up instead of rlpe- complaints, weaknesses,etc., so common
niug maturely. The insect has cut the wheat to her sex. aud had despaired of a cure,
for the severalamounts as presented.
prcp^torofthe Phtenlx
Second Hand Store.
The chairmanof the Committee on Streets and at the firstjoint causing it to droop and shrink finally found remedies which completely
Bridges presented a communication from jhe before ripening. Potatoes planted while the cured her. Any sufierercan use them and
"DOSMAN, A. B., proprietor of Second Hand
Brash Electric Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, refT , ,Kt0!*’ a.nd dealer ,D 8lovo*< Tinware, etc,
garding the erection or laying of their wires and ground was dry, cooked and could not grow. thus cure herself, without the aid of a WI^Eii',H?,Cu.,n,Notl?n8
an(1 Fancy Goods, eighth street.
mains In the street* of the city, ana giving the Corn is backward,but now takes a start and with physician, hco recipes, treatiseand full
Citv Hall80 'r W°rk- Klghth »tMet opposite
exclusive right to construct, maintain,repair and a reasonable amount of rain may be a fair crop.
directionsfree, Sealed. Address Mrs.
Watchei and Jewelry.
operate upon or under the public street*, a line or
We expected that salute from “Tug Button” C. Holmes, 058 Broadway, N. Y. (Name
lines of wire, or other electricconductors, to be
Plra aid Life Imurance.
need for the transmission of electricity,for the last week. There seems to be but the one word this paper.)
— «•»—
purpose of furnishing electriclight and power, in the English language that suits the taste of him
T AMBERT J. a.. Fire and Life Insurance
and to maintain and repair the aame provided that
The Rev. Geo. A. Thayer, of Bourbon, Ind.,
and
his
friend
Bacon
to
apply
to
anyone
that
does
no permanent ininry or damage shall ne done any
reI>r'’{toth myaelf and wife owe our Uvea to
MiioelUneoui.
street, alley, park or highway In the city, subject
not lionize them and fall in with their style. We bh loh s Consumption Cure." For sale by Yates
<s
Kane.
to such regulations as may be adopted by the own the epithet “temperance apostle”and we
Furniture.
ir EPPEL, T., dealer in lumber,lath, shingles.
city. The city to agree to take and pay for not
practice what we preach too and leave the running •»iA^S.Yf!u made mlserabieby Indigestion, Conless than ten arc lights of 1200 candle power each
MEl|En5i5R£,U'!?R4 C0” balers In all EWuh’Jnd Cedir “reet|,C*DCd 1,1“"’r- C°ra'r
at eighty dollar* (80.00) per year per light, (moon- of the said schooners to such poor unfortunates
light schedule, midnight lighting,)said lights to
,‘‘per’
as “Tug Button” and his friends. We did not
be located as may be agreed upon hereafter by the
Common Connell and Brush Electric Company think that the great and illustriouspoet of JohnsTo most children, the bare suggestion
jflail itoads,
flour Mills.
' the cltv to be at no expenseother than the price ville would ever stoop to copying poetry and
of a dose of castor oil is nauseating.
for said lights.-C’ommunlcation
accepted and placing It over his own signature and thereby
When physic is necessaryfor the little CITfJrhiVi n’r’-Pp ^ f!rcke/’Proprietor, manuordered placed on file.
Chicago and Weit Michigan Bailway.
attempt to make the public think it original.
ones, use Ayer’s Cathartic Pills. They oVflr.nia°o,,.;p“rl'>“ii ,ow‘i °,hcr
The Committee on Poor reported presenting the
are safe and pleasant to take. Try them
“H. A.
aeml-monthlyreport of the Director of the Poor
Taking Effect Sunday, July 8, 1887.
and said committee, recommendingtwenty-five
Johnsville,
W^Rrtn’r^F
Manufacturersof
dollars forthe support of the poor for the two
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Mies Ida Aiken is visitingMiss Ada Harris.
Ho"weeks ending July 20th, 1887. and having extended
temporaryaid to the amount of thirteen dollars.Ni’t
Joseph Edwards sports a new family buggy.
TOWNS.
Mali Exp. Exp. Mix.
Approved and warrants ordered issued on the City
Mr. Fred Long and family, of Manistee, are
Hardware.
treasurer for the severalamounts as recommended.
visiting friends here.
When Baby waa sick, we gare her Caatoria,
a.m. p.m atm a.m.
The Marshal reported the collectionof $17.49 for
TTA^.JER^ R & SONS, dealers in general hard- Holland ............ 10 20 1 15 12 00 4 45
Mrs. Geo. W. Harris, who sprainedher ankle
repairof sidewalks and receipt of the City TreasWhen ahe waa a Child, she cried for Caatoria,
Grand Junction ..... 11 28 2 05 1 Ofl 8 05
urer.— Filed.
some time since is recovering rapidly.
Haugor ...... ....... 11 45 2 17 1 28 9 20
When she became Miss, she clung to Caatoria,
The Marshal reported the collection of $152
The Fourth was generally enjoyed throughout
Benton Harbor ...... 1 15 3 00 2 25 1200
water fund moneys aud receiptof the City Treas- this vicinity, some going (o Holland,others to
New Buffalo .......... 2 55 4 00 3 40 300
When she had Children, the gave them Caatoria,
VAS,r
icot:
urer.— Filed.
Chicago ............. 5 51 fl 40 6 40
Grand Haven and Muskegon.
street, opp. Post
’ ttC- Elt{hth
p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.
The following claims, approvedby the Board of
Sirs. Nicholas and daughter who have been the
Water Commissioners,were presentedfor pay.
FROM
CHICAGO
TO HOLLAND.
ment : R. E. Workman, 117 ft. of four-foot steam guests of Mr. and Sirs. Delos Burrows, returned to
VA*l,EAI?Di?ESD’
T’’ Rheet Metal Worker
gaivsnizetiIron cornice*, hot air furnace*
wood, $1.58; R. E. Workman, lumber and paint. •heir Dome in Kalamazoo on Tuesday.
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.tu.
$4.01; Globe Oil Co., 1 bbl. cylinderoil, 50X gale,
Eighth,frei?. 8'eam fltlln*’W00d and 1100 p^P>' Chicago ............ 9 00 3 55 9 to
At that picnic “H. A.” spread himselfon last
at Site., $25.25; TelephoneCo., telephoneto water
New buffalo ....... 11 35 6 10 12 10 4 45
IHarfcetss.
works to Oct. i, 1887, $10.— Allowed and warrants week the only thing to mar the occasion was that
DER VEEN, E.. dealer In stoves, hard- Benton Harbor ..... 12 30 7 00 t 25 7 50
ordered issued on the City Treasurerin payment
Bangor ..............
1 45 7 55 2 50 11 10
someone stole the candy from one of the cakes. We
ware, cutlery,etc. Tin and sheet iron ware
thereof.
Grand Junction ..... 2 05 8 07 3 12 12 10
Corner River and Eighth street.
don t want to dharge anyone with stealing the
Holland
............
8
05 « 00 1 85 3 05
The Street Commissionerreported for the month
Produce. Etc.
candy, but we would feel better over the matter if
of June.— Filed.
p m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
(WHOLESALE.)
Hotels.
could prove just where he was about the
The City Physicianreported having treated six “H.
(Corrected even, Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
cases in the month of May and three cases in the t me the candy was missed. 'Tco Button
Apples, $1.0); Beans, 75 to $1.00; Butter, I2cta;
Mall. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
month of June also reportedthat after consultsVentum.
tlonSvith other physicians, amputated thigh of C.
Su3' 183 : H°ney’ 10c; Ouion8Potato** cated In the business center of the town and ha*
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
Wiehiers on the Sth day of June, at date the stamp
Mrs. John De Boer Is dangerously ill.
RETAIL.
Holland .............. 3 05 900 14 45 10 05 6 10
entirelyhealed ui.d patient out on the street, was
George W. Davis spent a few days at home dur- ^pplcelLSj;Beaiis JLSS; Buttei 12 to 14c; Egg* rtc0.' xi.,rci.,iteii',eh ,h.oho“" ,bc Zeeland ............. 3 13
4 56 10 20 6 20
in hopes that patient would be able in the course
ing the past week.
Grand Rapids ....... v- 3 55 9 45 5 45 1100 7 03
14c. Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, $1.40
of six months to take care of himself.— Filed.
oft.
Mrs. Bcott, of England,is the guest of Mr. Cook’s
The Clerk reported Justice of the Peace bond of
Grain, Feed, Etc.
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
apportioned Hotel. Rates reasonabie.
Gerrit Vau Schel veu on file in the City Clerk's family near Port Sheldon.
(WHOLESALE.)
a. m. p.m. ptm. p.m. p. m.
office.— Accepted.
(Corrected every Friday by IF. H lUoch.)
Grand Rapids ....... 9 10 12 80 11 00 5 15 8 10
Harvest has begun in this locality much earlier
The Clerk reported that no objections had been than usual this rear, owing to the drought.
Livery and Sale Stallee.
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, |) 100 Ibi., toc; Barley
Zeeland ..............9 51
11 42 5 55
filed in the City Clerk’s office to special assess•loiand ..............10 0.3 1 15 11 50 6 10 9 00
C1;?ver 8ced'1? hu.$3.50; Corn Meal
Allred Smith, aud Engel and Leonard Klien £I*Ccw.WqCi8’
ment, roll for the improving, grading and graveling
cwt, 95c; Corn, shelled,— , sg- F]our
TT ARRINGTON, E. J. Jr., proprietor of HotFROM HOLLANfir TO MUSKEGON.
of Market-street Special Street Assessment dig were home from the backwoods for the Fourth.
$4^(); Fine Corn Meal, $ 100 tbs., $1,40; Feed, V
* trlct, and tqat notice hadieen given two weeks
* 9.00; Hay, $9,00, Middling* VlOOffir,
a. m.fp.m, a.m. pm. p. m.
A
glorious time was had at Port Sheldonon the
in the Holland Cirr News, accordingto the rej5c; Oats, 23 cts. ; Pearl Barley, $1 100 lb*. $6 doHolland ..............10 15 S 05 t5 30 6 10
9 05
Fourth. A bowery dance was the order of the day Rye, 45c,; Timothy Seed, $2.50; Wheat white’
quirementsof law.
Grand
Haven _______
....... 10 53 3 43 6 80 650
________
9 45
8ale SMk-- Ferryshurg ..........10 67, 3 47 8 40
On motion of Aid. Kramer said special assess- and some of the grandest fireworks it was eyer our car,’
7,c' Uu'c.’.tcr'lM ’rue corn
6 5Y 9 50
ment roll was confirmed. Yeas, Carr. Do Vries. good fortune to see were displayed in the evening.
Muskegon. 3rd street 11 25 4 15 7 15 7 85 10 15
Manufactories,Mills, unops, Etc.
n
RETAIL.
Steketee, Kramer, Kuite and Van Ark, 6; uays.
The '•dude," of whom we spoke in our last,
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
none.
inn W«i8n60r-’i
BraD’ V I00 lb'a’’ 75c: Barley, $
escorted a couple of ladiesto Port Sheldonon the
C'oyer eeed, |) Ib,, $4.50 ; Corn FLIiSiN; f.* ya*on. and Carriage ManufacAid. Knlte moved that the amount of the Sped i]
p.m ).m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.
’ BOOo; Corn, shelled.50c; Flour.
1 .rLflnJ) ytocksmitbshop. Also manufaeMuskegon. 3rd street 1 50 2 10 5 10 8 50 10 15
Assessment of Market street SpecialStreet As- evening of the Fourth with a horse and hansom.
#4.80 Fine corn mea , $ 100 lbs.. $1 60- Fe«fi v turcr of Ox \okcs. River street.
Ferrysburg .......... 2 15 12 32 5 30 9 17 10 43
sessment District bo and the same is herebv At the close of the party, when this “dude" went
ton $20.00:Feed. *100 ffis./t05- nit atom
Grand Haven ........ 2 20 I 2 35 5 85 922 10 48
dividedinto five equal installments, to be cofffij?:
for his rig, !o! the horse was gone; had strayed ® $11.00; klddllnj, V 100 A.!:
Holland
.......... 800 1 10 6 10 1005 11 35
lected as follows: The firstinstallmentof $445 89,
on the first day of February, A. D. 1883; tbe sec- away. His dejected looks as he stood halter In
?s,r':&00;
ond installmmtof $445.89, on the first day of Feb- hand caused another young man to ofler the ladies
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
ruary, A. D. 1889; the third installment of $445.89.
a ride In his buggy which they gladly accepted.
on the first day of February, A. D. 1890; the fourth
a.m
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A. Self. Pro- Holland ............. P.m,
installment of $445.88, on the first day of Feb8 05
“Ike.”
§u.sfoes$
10 10
ruary, A- D. 1891; the fifth installment of $445.88,
Fillmore ............ 320
10 25
b*m"- Hamilton ..... . .....
on the first day of February, A. D. 1892, with In3 30
10 33
terest at the rate of Interestnot exceeding six per For the Holland City Fern.
Allegan ............. 4 05
1105
Attorneys and Justices.
cent per annum, payable annually on the first day
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
of Februaryin each and every year, on all sums
Chioago Letter.
TYIEKEMA G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections package*. Fish street.
unpaid, unless the Common Councilin each year
Mix.
as above stated,should order that for each installa.m. p.m a.m.
July 4, 1887.
ment as it becomes due, the special tax required
-sgau
.........
9
05
5
00
r.
11 25
To-day if a citizenof Holland steps into be raised in each year, be reported to the buperHamilton .......
Seventh street, near
^
9 37 5 35 12 15
visorofthoCity of Holland, to be spread on the
Fillmore...,
to our city there will be several old places
9 47 5 48 1 2 30
annual tax-roll for each fiscal year as a special tax
1005 8 00 I 2 57
TTOLLAN D MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Holland....
npon the several lots and premises of said district, he will find closed, and our new mayor
p m.
wiii b T,' Kan,er8* General Manager, Wind
as provided by the charter of the city of Holland,
Mills, Tanks, etc., a specialty.
J' c- Attorneyand Counsellor at Law
t Daily. All other trains daily except Sunday.
and that bonds of Ihe city of Hollandbe Issued, says they will remain in such a condition,
All trains ran by Central Standardtime.
bearing interestat the rate not exceeding six per
partiallythrough his determinationto KWeretreetfl. P°'t ' “loc,‘' coraer
UUNTLEY, JAS., Architect.Builder, and Con- Tickets to ail pointa In the United State* and
cent per anoum, payable annually, for the payment of said installmeats, falling due February carry out the law, and througn the new
Hiver straT 0fflcein Rew M1|l and Factoryon Canada.
W. A. GAVETT. Ass. Gen. Pais. Agt.
1st, 1888, February 1st, 1889, February 1st, 189(1
Bakeries.
W. A . CARPENTER.TrafficManager. ^
Februarylat, 1891, February 1st, 1892. and that tbe laws lately enacted at Springfield.I reInstallmentof $415.89, to be paid February let,
F. G. CHURCHILL Station Agent.
fer to the gambling hells, the bucket shops, /"'tlTY BAKERY, J. Pessink&Bro.,Proprietors,
1888. be raised by special assessment, on tbe annual tax-rollof the year 1887, and that each of and the pool rooms. There has been a .V.Ml®brth“r«.B*ker'' U00,,<' Conrcc,lonBach bonds have coupons attached, and both the
pHOENlX PLANING MILL, R. E. Workman
<&KWt«!0.
principaland Interest be made payable at tbe office hard kick against it, but the laws must be
of the treasurer of the city of Holland.— Adopted.
.ndh?1T‘t;’erXr.!D'“ber’
Ulb’
enforced, and ail good citizensare lending
Eighth street, near
’
On motion of Aid. Carr the Committeeon Streets
F. A A. M.
and Bridges were instructed to prepare tbe necee- their influence in that direction,so it will
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodo*,
fc&ry specifications
and conditions,for the improvBarbers.
only bo a matter of a short time, if this
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand RapIdiL
M ' w,,,be h®ld at Masonic Hail
Ing, grading, and graveling
ing,
gravelingof Market street
Holland, Mich-, at 7 o'clock,on Wednesday
special street assessmentdistrict, an
and' report to movement is continued, when we shall
evenings, Jan. 5, Feb. 2, March 9, April 6,
npAKKEN
&
DE
8PELDER,
Manufacturers
of
the Connell at this meeting.—Adopted.
see Chicago one of the best and safest
Carriages, Wagons, Cotters, Sleighs. Sole "T 4, Jane 1, Jane 29, Ang. 3, Ang. 31. Sept. 28,
The Committee on Streets and Bridges reported
Oct. 26, Nov. 30, Dec. 28. St. Jobn.s days Jane
plans, specifications,and conditions, for the im- cities in the land- Best, because the
24 and December 27th.
proving, grading, and graveling of Market street
Boots and Shoes.
A. Huntlnt. W. M.
apeclal street assessmentdistrict,which were ignorant and unwary will be protected
O. BurauN, Sec'y.
adoptedand tbe dork Instructed to advertise,one from the many snares of the wily gambler, TTELDER, J. p., the cheapest place in the city
insertion,in the Holland Cxtt Niwa for scaled
U. to bny Boots and Shoes, River street. J
Knights of Labor.
proposals lor doing the work, and that the Connell aud safest,as tbe enforcing of the law
Harmony Assembly,No. 3.719,'of Holland City,
will be at their rooms on Tuesday, July 12th, 1887,
TTAN
DURBN
BROS.,
dealers la Boots and
vim1 have a tendency of driving the
meet in Odd Fellows' Hail every week. Ail comat eight o’clock p. m., to examine into bids and
Eighth Street A l"*° M80rtment on hand.
mnnicatlonsshould be addressed to
award the job.
criminal classesto seek some more conHawioinr Lock Box,
Council adjournedto Tuesday, July 12th, 1887,
MTAN
RAALTE,
B.,
dealer
in
Farm
impiegedlal clime. To cap the climax, we
Holland. Mich,
at 7:30 p.m.
meats and machinery. Cor. River and
Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Ninth
^
have only to enforce the Sunday laws, and House io the city.^. Eighth street.
S. 0. T. M.
- ‘
then truly we shall feel that we are apTYAN DER YEN, J. M., Manufactures the beat Crescent Tent, No. 39. meet* In Odd Follow*
at 7 :80 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
proaching the millennium.
___
Btnk.
Ayer’s Ague Cure is s warranted
tL
smk> Hall
of each month. All Sir Knight* are cordiallyinfle for all malarial diseases and biliary
• The races have attracted a large crowd
vited to attend. Cheapest Life InsuranceOrder
TX7ILM3 P.. Pump manufacturer, and dealer In
rangements.
r0"?'., "oh particular*given on application.
to the city during the past week, and the
f
AgriculturalImplement*of all kinds. South
L. D. Baldui, Commander.
prompOy attended to. gigbth atreet.
River atreet.
W. A. Hollkt, F. K
,

5,

1837.

street.

At a regular eceelo^of the Common Council the
following member* were present, via: Aldermen
Kramor. Kuite and Van Ark, and the Clerk.
There not being a quorum present adjourned to
Wenneeday. July 8th, 1887, at 7:30 p. m.
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WHEN SHE DIED.

she tossed to the table had not concluded
to the eternal fitness of things, and I am
given to understand that events of this
kind have no littlo influenceupon the
| current of life down
which some young
ladies glide.
The drawing-roomdoor opened, and the
tall, erect form of a middle-aged man enI tered.
“Ah, Jessie!”as he picked up the book
and scanned the title. “ ‘A Woman’s
Wrongs,’ involving,of course, 'A Woman’s

BT H.

S.

KNEEDLEB.

wm wh?n the day was done,
At the setting of the snn,
That she died ;
And the day that stole apart
Left its shadows in my heart,
When she died.

It

rememberhow her breath
Fluttered os the wings of Death
I

Trembled near;
But the soul that sought the skies,
Through the lovo-llghtof her eyes,
Knew no fear I

Rights.’" ,

Oh the night stole down apace
On the still and sacred place
Where she lay 1
Yet I listened there apart,—
Beard the silence of her heart,
To me say ;

“I

it was dark to me,
Yet I closer clung to thee,
In the gloom;
And for thee I faced the light
Eeen though my soul like night
Sought the tomb I

•In thy darkest hours of doubt
I have wrapped thee all about
With my love;
And I led thee to the peaks
Where the silence of Ood speaks
Of His love 1

that

not tarry long,

Soon the grave shall still the song,
.
And the smile.

....

Put my cold arms round thee now,
Let my dead hands press thy brow,
As

“And now,

-

And then the Captain bent his head,
An early spring— a sudden leap from
and said something in so low a tone that
bed before daylight.
your author could not catch it; but Jessie
Why is a recruiting sergeant like the
Tapper must have heard every word, for
she crimsoned splendidly,os she exclaimed wind? Because he blows whfere he
in pathetic remonstrance,“Now, uncle!”
listeth.

am

disappointedin

it,

and

in

most

day.

old;
love again—
For through passion and through pain
. It was told I

inmate of the Tus-

$1,000 back pension.

upwards? An icicle.
Gen. Andrew Jackson was a man of
undaunted courage. He married one
roots

of

my

“Yes, he will.”

bitterness? If there be such,

then they have a perfect rigRt

to

thank

their stars that in this respect they are not
as other men.

Robert Daggett had come to Lockwood
two years ago. During all this time he
had been as active and aggressive as his
sense of professional propriety permitted,
and had made— fifty pounds. He had

known shop-keepers,book-keepers,and
insurance clerks to average twelve pounds
a month, and he firmly believed that the
bootblacks along the sheets were outstripping him in the race for wealth— for a
home. Wherefore time and again he had
ssked himself if the faith within him was
we)l-gronnd«d, and each day he was less
satisfied with the answer.
MI don’t know," he slowly soliloquized,
as he shut a half dozen opened volumes,
and arranged them in their places in his
meager library— “I don't know just how
far the contempt of riches should be carried, but I am each day learningwhat the

position,but she accepted the wager.
“Give me his address.”
“Why, he’s only an illustration, uncle!”
And there were threateniugs of the return of her embarrassment.
“Of course— of course. Jessie!"
“Robert 8. Daggett— Bank Buildings—
that’s all I know about it," tapping her
littleslipper uneasily against the fender.
“Bet it is up1" three stories— but one
wager at a time— and I will book it."
Whereupon, in the most matter-of-fact
way, Capt. Norwood took down the address, and wrote underneath it the wager.
“RonERTt*. Daggett :-Pleaso write me in
fifteenininntei, and one hundred words, the
difference between Trespass on tbe Case, and
Tresspassvi et armis. Yon may answer this or
not. jus; as you please. The boy waits your decision.

hand-

—The Board of Control of the State
Public School has appointed as Superin-

edged ability,and

au inquiry of Dr. Hawes, “How are
you getting on?” “First-rate! first-

—

received per month from would-bo contributora, whoge work I have refused.. 2,050
Number who cheerfullyaccept my Judgment .................................... 00
Number of contributore who have sought to

—While Richard Simmons,

rate! first-rate!ever since I stopped
trying to run this world.”— Living

Church.
We bend the knee, but not

will assume his

new

duties in July.
a

psominent

and well-to-do farmer, who livesfour miles
south of North Branch,

was

at work cut-

ting hay, something went wrong with his

the el-

bow,” enthusiastically exclaimed an orator at a temperance meeting. "That’s
so,” said an unreclaimedsinner on a
back seat “It’s the only way yon can
get your mouth to the bung-hole.

mowing machine. Mr. Simmons got down
to adjifst it,

and while he was between the

wheels the horses backed the machine
upon him, one of the wheels passing over
his neck, canaing paralysis. It is thought

“Yes,” said the lady lecturer, “women
he cannot recover.
for ages. They
have suffered in thousands of ways."
—Franklin Decker, working at G. E.
“There’s one way they never suffered Wood’s camp near Cadillac, met with a
in,” said a hen-pecked man, rising. painful accident which cost him one eye.
“What’s that?” demanded the lecturer.
He and a companion were getting out rail“They have never 'suffered in silence.’”
road ties. Mr. Decker stepped about eight
AN IDYL OF THE RACES.
feet away from the tie on which they were

have been wronged

HIb hopes were high, his eye was bright.
As toward the track his way he took ;
His manly step was very light—
Heavy his pocketbook.
Bat this same man was seen again,
As day was kissing night
His step was very heavy then—
His jtocketbook was light.

working.

His companion, in

hewing,

struck a small hard knot, a small piece cl

which struck Mr. Decker

in the eye, cutting

the ball in two, instantlyblinding him.

;

—WashingtonCritic.

He

being treated at Cadillac. The other

is

eye, though very weak, will ha saved.

Appearances are very deceiving.A
little boy at the opera, who noticed the

—The improved pumping machinery
the tunnel

at

for

Port Huron has been received

gentlemen looking through their operaglasses at the ballet dancers, was of the and work has been begun toward fitting it
opinion that the opera-glasseswere for np. Mr. Murphy, general foreman, has
an entirely different purpose. He said
made an examination of tbe drift, and finds
“Mamma, buy me one of those things, everything in good condition, except that
so I can cover np my eyes with it when
along with the water a good deal of clay
those women come on the stage.”
:

Bishop Thompson, of

had leached in, which is now

Mississippi,

joke at his own expense : He
says that as he stepped off the cars one
day at Jackson, Miss., he was approached by an enterprising dusky
drnmmer for a local hotel and informed
that “all gemman stop at the Larence
House.” Another darkey standing
near by said: “Dis no gemman; dis
Bishop Tomsen.”
tells this

“That brindle dog of yours
killed three

more of

my

has
chickens this

piorning,” said the wife of a Dakota
settler to her husband, “and if you
don’t shoot him I’m going to give him a
dose of strychnine.” “Hold on now,
Sarv, hold on, I’ve got a plan.” “Oh,
bother your plan— you can’t never
break him of the trick, and the best
thing you can do is to kill him. ” “No
’taint. Sary, nowhere near the best we
can do. Just wait till you bear my
plan.” “Well, what is yer remark’ble
plan?” "Why, I’ll tie him up now and
sell him for a bird dog to the first Chicago hunter that comes along. I’ll get
$50 for that dog vet, if you’ll just lemme
•

work upon my sympathies,and by the
Dakota Bell.
recitalof pathetic tales of poverty and
distress induce me to accept their MSS. 4,551
Number who have succeeded ............
3
Narcissus.
Number of times I have been sorry I
The fabulous story of Narcissus, as
yielded ..................................
3
Number of my relativesUvinc ..............33 related by Ovid, is that he was the son
Number of these who think themselves
competent to write for my paper ....... S3 of Cephisns* one of the Grecian River
Number who have tried to do it ............ 33 gods, and the nymph Liriope. He was
Number who have failed ....................
33
uncommonly beautiful and fell so vioNumber of suggestionsas to the proper
manner of “running* my paper, relently in love with himself on beholdceived per week, from friends .......... 55
ing his image in a fountain, that he
Number of these suggestionsutilized ...... 00
wasted away with desire, until he was
Number of my contributors who are thoroughly satisfiedwith my treatment of
changed into tbe flower of the same
them .................................... 00
name. He was beloved by the nymph
Number of persons among my acauaintunces who do not think they could conEcho. In various ways this story has
duct the paper better than I do ........ 00
been wrought in verse ; this by Gay :
Nmnber of tlmeg I have wished that I were
d*-od .....................................
5(300 "Here young Narciaaua o’er the fountain stood,
-Tid-Biti.
And viewed hta image in the cryatal flood ;
Tbe crystal flood reflect*bis lovely charms,
And the pleased image strivesto meet bis arras.
nyiupli h's Inexperienced
breas: subdued,
How differently people can pronounce No
Echo, in vain, the flving boy pursued.
that simple raonasyllable "No.” One Himself alone, tbe foolish yomh admires,
says it so offensivelythat it tingles in And with fond look the smiling shade desires;
O’er the smooth lake with fruit ess tears he
the ear like an insult, or strikes you
grieves ;
like a blow in the face; another gives it His spreadingfingers shoot in verdant leaves;
so gentle an ihtonation that it is re- Through his pale veins green sap now gjutly

be.

it

a

the ridiculous;and the Sunday-night
young man is apt to take it when her tendent of the institute Prof. Wesley
father comes in impetuouslyat 11 :30 Sears, Superintendentof the Flint City
Sfchcols.He is an educator of acknowlo’clock. —t/ourwii of Education.

twice, and then lieved of all severity and almost sounds
looked at the boy who had brought it. It like an assent. That is characteristic
of a woman’s “No” frequently, and
was all in vain.
“Very strange and summary way for lovers have often translated it so with
seeking out legal advice,” he soliloquized; but feeble opposition.Home men pride
"but I cannot afford to deal out charily my themselves upon the firmness with
legal treasures.”
which they can say “No.” Firmness is
And, so thinking, he seized a pen and
commendable when necessity demands
dashed down:—
"Trespass vi et armis has two elements. it, but “No” need not be pronounced
First, uulnwfal commission; second, force at all times with the weight and
continuing in motion from the plaintiff's severity of a steam-hammer. Offensive,
hands nntil it reaches and injures defend- many times, to his business associates,
ant. If-either one is present without the the man who thunders “No!” on all ocother, it constitutesTrespass on the Case.” casions is the terror of wife and chil"Now that’s what I call clever,”reasoned dren at home. They dread to ask a
Capt. Norwood, half alond, as he read the
favor of him, knowing well that if he
above answer to his letter. "Very clever,
and clear as sunshine. Campbell knew it refuse it will come like a thunder-clap.

Robert Daggett read

be

lic buildings.

“It is but a step from the sublime to

THE YOUNG SOLICITOR

_

commenced on the

It will be built of brick and will

Dr. Lyman Beecher once replied to

“Can’t afford to fall in love?”
tag.
Our first impressions are that Robert
“Of conrse not. The true lover crucifies
The joyous light died out of his eyes.
Daggett does not take exercise enough.
his love, if he believes it will not bless its
Elso be would have more blood in his face,
He sank back in bis seat dejectedly ;
his animal nature would have asserted object. He does not care to link her bright but he tried to grin, and again said :
itself more strongly, and his functions of fate to his dark one."
“It is of no consequence,not the
“Well, indeed, that's romantic!” langhed
hope— if you will permit the expression—
Jessie.
“I’m
much
afraid, uncle, you’ve least”
would have been better developedand
“Fifty-ninth street,” cried the conbeen brought up on novels.”
active.
“But all that I say is as true as gospel, ductor.
He hoe kept himself too closely to his
“Great Scott!” shouted the copperbooks to wield the sword he has forged; and I can prove it.”
“How?”
less man, “I ought to have got off a
and even this moment was rising from a
“When would you expect this brilliant mile back here. Here, let me off.”
leading case to ask himself if he should
ever be able to sell bis accumulatingstores young solicitor to come into your presence Tid-Bits. _
of legal knowledge for pounds, shillings, again, supposing him like unto other
men?"
StalisticsFurnished by the Editor of a
and pence.
“I didn't say he was brilliant.”
I am satisfiedthat if the world should
Weekly Paper.
“But I did. You see you have converted
suddenly condescend to look around for
Average number of MSS. received per day.. 125
me
already.”
those perfect heroes that certain romances
Averagenumber of MSS. declined per day. . 120
“He ought to be at the volunteer ball on Number of enemiea made per day ..........liO
have creditedher with owning, that she
Number of reproachfuland abuiiveletters
would return weary and disgusted from the Monday, but he won't.

just been

some addition to the other handsome pub-

•

His manner was even more emphatic
Heroes may grow into perfection in the
than his words, so that Jessie Tapper
spirit land, but as long as they carry the
flesh of this world they are often destined looked up with a stare of mingled surprise
to forget the dignity of their creation and and drolleryinto her uncle's face.
“Now I don’t endorse wager by battle, or
being.
In his struggles with “the world, the otherwise, but I will wager you a silk dress
flesh, and the devil," Robert Daggett be- against a pair of slippers that he will be
gan to think that he was too sorely there, and I shall in no wise have the matter saggested to him— isn’t that fair?"
pressed,
Jessie could only langh at her uncle's
I cannot defend such thoughts; but I can
earnestness,
and the absurdity of his prosympathize with him. Who has not his

— Work has

while declaiming against the outrage of
charging 25 cents admission to a tern
perance lecture.— Terns Siftings.

:

fruitless search.

the desecration of Sunday.

woman twice.— C. V. Walls, in Newman Independent.
Men will spend a dollar at the bar

the anonymous sketches by George teered a passenger.

•

•

new city hall at Corunna. John Harding,
a master builder, took the job at $4,800.

understandmen— me, for instance? But
“I think it struck the edge of the seat
why, Jessie,"and his voice lost its banter- and glanced off toward the door.”
•Ah 1 the life-line breaks and slips.
ing strain, “should not all young ladies
For I cannot feel thy lips
“Oh, did it? Quite likely. Thanks,”
As of yore
dedicate themselves to such a science
and the loser crawled carefully to the
There is darknessin the place
above all others? The bank manager
And I may not see thy face
door on his hands and knees, patting
wants every mystery of the life, nature,
Anymore 1"
morals, and purposes of his cashier made the straw with both hands and saying
“It makes very little difference
Then my heart made piteous moan,
brighter than day; but you— are spme day
And I left my dead alone
to give your heart and honor to a man’s whether I get it or not ; none at all,
With ths night!
keeping!"
in fact Still I might as well— ah,
And the shadows gathering there
“No, no!” Jessie exclaimed,with a re- here it is— no.”
Left their deeper darkness whore
Once was light!
buking look and smile. “I shall die an
The glad look died out of his face as
old maid."
*
he cast aside the fiat button he hod
“You might better perhaps, if you fail to
picked up, thinking it was his copper.
solve the problem. But come, give me
He turned and crawled back toward
some examplesto work on."
“Indeed, uncle, you’re more practical bis seat, ploughing up the straw with
BY AGNES DAVENPORT.
than’usaal; I can’t have any particularman both hands. “Oh, well,” he said, as he
peered as far as he could under the
Though, above all things, I would avoid in view.”
“Of course not— of course not! But get skirts of a lady who had sat next to
wearying my reader, I must take you up
one in view; we must have an example "
him, “a copper is but a trifle after all ;
one, two, three flights of stairs. Here we
Jessie Tapper hesitated.
ore brought face to face with the modest
still I— would you mind moving over a
"No names, no names— a descriptionwill
announcement (hat “Robert S. Daggett" is
little, madam? It might have fallen
answer.”
A “Solicitorat Law."
here, you know, Sorry to trouble you
“I might give you a dozen.”
Let us open the door, just to make his
for such a trifle, but then—”
“One
will do better."
heart leap with the delusion that it’s a
He made the straw fly for about five
“How,
then, would so practicala man as
client Bat then, alas! the old, old pulsayourself explain the wherefore of a young minutes ; then ho rose slowly and sadly
tion will return, slower and slower each
solicitor of apparently social nature, easy to his feet, stirred around with his
day, it seems, under its growing burden of
manners, and good conversational powers, cane, and finally sat down, saying:
disappointed hopes and bitter cynicism.
absolutely shunning society?”
Of coarse we shall find Robert Daggett a
“It is of no consequence, not the
“Easy enough! Easy enough!" answered
young solicitor. It is only young solicitors
least. Let it go. A copper is— ah,
the Captain, as he stroked his whiskers
without old clients who have to take thirdwith an air of a man of profund convic- there it is.”
story chambers where new clients never
He bounded half the length of the
oome. For this is what glorious fortune tions. “In the first place, he can’t afford
society,and in the second place he can't car and grabbed up a handfiU of straw
has established as a law, taking from him
in which there was— a brass tobacco
who has not, and giving unto him who has. afford to fall in love.”

moments of

—Abner Mackay, an

cola County Poor-house,has just received

locksmith.
—The superintendentsof the different
What is that which lives in winter, Sunday-shoolsat Howell are organizinga
dies in summer, and grows with its joint effort to suppress, sq far as possible,

“Oh, did it? A copper don’t amount
Eliot were written by a woman, because
the portraitsof the women in them were to anything ; but then — ” he put on his
more powerfullydrawn than those of the glasses and scraped the straw away unmen; and who has drawn both, save til he came to the car floor. Then he
Shakespeare?"
looked up and said foolishly:
“Ergo," smiled his pretty niece, with the
“It’s of no consequence, no conseleast of blnshing, “I must dedicate myself
quence at all; but then— you didn’t
to the novels of men."
“Oh, ho!” drawled Capt Norwood, happen to see it fall, did you sir?”
The passenger appealed to said :
humorously; "then you’re seeking to better

•Lay thy head again at rest
On my still and pulseless breast
But awhile;

pledge

A

driving club— the baU-player’s
-The Adventists’ camp meeting is in
Jessie, for the committee's bat.
active operation at Alma.
report. Was Robert Daggett there?"
A pen picture— an engravingof a
“Yes, ancle, but
"
—There are twenty prisoners In the SL
“But nothing!” he shouted out with his piggery.
Clair Connty Jail, and the Sheriff wears a
Keep a cool head and avoid heated
old imperious humor. “Only have those
bxoad smile.
slippersready by Christmas.”
argument

ball.

“Dropped what?” asked the bereft
novels," answered Jessie,with a growing
earnestness. “I find so few rules that seem passenger.
“A copper; I saw it fall.”
practical."
Her uncle lifted his shaggy eyebrows
“Oh, well,” was the indifferentrewith mock astonishment.
ply, “I guess a copper will neither
“And do you rend novels in search of make or break me, still—”
practicalrales for better living and better
He began poking around the straw
thinking? Then let me recommend the
with
his cane.
rule of three ns altogether more practical
“It glanced off to the left,” said the
than the rule of two, which, doubtless,
conductor,stooping over and stirring
runs all throngh these pages."
“I am ready for just ^nch discourse!” the straw with his hand.
laughed Jessie. “But really, uncle, I read
“Oh, it’s of no consequence, no conwith a good purpose, if with poor results. sequence at all,” said the loser, “a copI want to find a correct measurement of
per is nothing; however, one might as
just such people ns 1 meet. I want to find
well—" he dropped down on one knee
answers to the questions that each day
suggest themselves; but I rarely succeed." and stirred the straw carefully.
“I think it fell to the left,” volun“Of course you don’t. Dickens knew

•Sometimes

I will

after the

guilty unto death."

•You knew not the way was long,—
You but board the triumph song,
On my lips!
Yet the tempest beat on me
As the salt winds of the sea
On white ships ;

may

was the Tuesday morning

—Prelim in arry arrangements are being
“And, now, uncle, for my lecture.”
And Jessie Tapper arranged herself for
made to start the large flax mill in Bt.
the ordeal with a mock solemnity.
When a man sees double is it evi- Louis in the near future.
Of
No
Consequence.
“Of course you deserve one!” he grimly
dence that his glasses are too strong
smiled. “Lecture first: A book ought to
—Mayor McCurdy, of Corunna, has gone
“You dropped a copper in the straw,” for him ?
instruct, or it ought to inspire,or it ought said a horse-car conductor to a pompto
M&ckinao,where he and his family will
“Love laughs at locksmiths,”and yet
—to be burnt; and, this, doubtless,is ous-looking old gentleman the other
there isn’t anything very funny |bout a rusticate for the summer.

And I know that on her face
Bmote the glory of tUHt place
Where love lives ;
Nor could wreck and shock of years
Blast the hope born of my tears
That it gives.

For I

•

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

PITH AND POINT.
It

|

flows,

And in a short-lived flower his beauty flows.”

The Narcissusis one of the most
popular of bulbs for forcing. Large
quantities of it are raised for florists’
use. The varieties most in demand for
this purpose are Paper White and tbe
Double Roman Narcissus; the Jonquilsare, also, largely used in this way.
Amateurs will find all the varietiesof
Polyanthua Narcissua exceedingly interesting and easily raised as pot plants.
The pure colors and the fragrance of
these flowers are highly attractiveand
pleasing. The varieties of the Single
and Double Narcissus are quite hardy,
but the Polyanthus varieties are tender
in this region in the open ground, and

being removed. The water and
gas leak in the drift are both
from
same
cause, a rift in the clay, extending upward
to the bed of the river, and downward
located in the same place, 274 feet in
the sbafrand ore both

due to

the

twenty feet to the rock, through which the

comes down from above, and
comes up from below. After the
water leak was struck and before the gas
river water
the water

workmen out a bulk- head had
been built across the drift, which was
found intact, and which will now be opendrove the

ed to get at the leaks and effectuallystop

them.

It was

had been

found that the water leak

partially closed by the settlingof

the clay under the pressure from above,

and

so little

water now comes in

that the

leakage of a day can be exhausted by the

new five-inch

Work

pump in a few

at driving the drift is

minutes.

now in prog-

ress.

—The

Salary and Allowance Division of

the Postofiice Department completed the
adjustment of the salaries of postmasters

under the law of the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1887. The salaries for the postmasters are given below. The
is

first

column

the salary for tbe current year; the sec-

ond column

is

tbe salary for the next fiscal

year:
Alpena .........................
Sl.700

Ann Arbor .....................
JA5J0
Benton Harbor ................1,00J
BerrienSprings ................1,400
Bessemer ......................
1,400
i uchansn ........ ............. 1,400
Calumet .......................
1,700
Cassopolis^ ....................
1,000
Charlotte ......................
2,000
Cneboygan .....................
1,000
Chelsea ........................
1,000
Decatur ........................
1,100
Eaton Rapids ..................
1,401
Esconaba...'. ..................1,000
Evart ...........................
1,100
Fowlerville ....................
1,000
Grand Lodge ................... 1.000
Grand Rapids ..................
3,200
Greenville .....................
L700
Hancock. ..........
1,600
Hastings...... •#••••>«»>....«<1,500
Holly ............
1,200
Howell ........................1,500
Iron Mountain .................1,400
lBhpemlng....>;
...............1.800

M00

81,

SCO

4.600
1.700
1.600
1,6q0
1.500
1,600
1,100
2,200
1.700
1,100
1,2 JO
1.500
1.700
1,200
4th clasa
4th olaca
3.300
1,000
1.700
1,600
1,330
1,600
1,600
1.900
1.300
1,390
2,930
1,200
2,230
*2,200
2,000
1.500
l.feO

Jones viUe ......................
Kalamazoo .....................
2,800
Lake Linden.
1*100
Manistee.......................
2.100
and no oftener, or visionsof bankruptacts
Marquette .....................2,101
Markell ........................
2,100
rise to haunt me; it means that I must
Maeon..... ...........
l.'joo
wear each and every one of
coats
Menominee....................I,7v0
threadbare; it means that I must ask Miss
Midi And ........................
I»fi00
A- to church, whilst Mr. B. takes her to
Moreuoi ...............
1.0J0 4th oslaea
1.500
Mt Clemens.*,................ 1,400
the opera."
1.400
Mt Pleaeant ...................
1,300
had put the last book away, and
1,800
Sorth villa. ............
1,100
taming on his heel, began to pace back
l,8t0
Osooda .................
l.JOl
and forth amid the gatheringshadows of
1,200
Otsego ........ A ...............1,100
1.400
the October evening.
Ovid ......................
I*800
1,900
>0 WOf BO . •••ef«eeee«eeeeeeeeeeeee
AfQIAJ
"I wonder what the outside world thinks
1,100
\Pentwater...............
1,000
of such a race? What itr practicalmen
1.700
1*600
and fair women say? Bat Heaven forgive
1,100
Plain well ..........
1,200
Siftings.
1,200
Phrtemonth ..............
1,000
the meanness of that inquiry!"
all, but he could not put it to me so that I
require to
well protected
1410
Reading .................... 1,030
And the thin lip curled as he turned the could see it, aud that I do not like.
1.400
planted
They should be set in the RoDneo ..........................
1,300
Sea.
key in the door and buttoned np his coat. our road runs over a
I want to know
2*3.0
Saginaw ....... * ................ 2,430
open
border
in
the
as
At the Hygeia— “I , say, Jule, do you
1,300
just what we’ve done, and why tbe action
St Clair ........................
1,200
Tollip
bulbs.
In
potting
them,
place
1.700
kt Johni .......................
1,603
If riches constitute happiness, Jessie is Trespass on the Case. This tells me, j know that Mr. Brown thought yon were
:,?oo
1,600
one bulb in a five or six-inch pot, and St. Joseph ......................
nntil this evening?”
Tapper was the happiest girl in town. Or and I snail see Campbell to-day, and write a maried
1.4.0
Banli Bte Marie .............. .. 1,100
if, peraventure, an admirable face, warm Daggett to-morrow.Bo dear a head can1.200
“Well, he must have thought l was a keep the neck of the bulb even with the Booth Haven ..... . ............ 1,100
1.500
Impulses,
popular ways, are all not hart the case, and I want to give him a nice kind of a married woman, flirting surface of the soil, and otherwise treat Btorgie ...................... M00
1,800
the same as Hyacinths. Narcissus bulbs Two Riven ....................M00
Oeeded, the possibilityof enjoying the chance to breathe, and to go into society, j around this way!”
1,200
Vassar ..............
MyJ
and I wont to win those slippersand solve
divinest of blessings was still hers.
1.700
“Oh, he thought you were a naval of- can also be bloomed in water.— Jtcfc’s Weit Bay City .................
a
greater
problem
than
some
novelists
aver
Bat she did not look altogetherhappy.
1.000
White PwAon ...... .......
1*1®
J Magazine.
ficer’s wife."—
Topics,
Sow it is just barely possible that the novel have."

want of them expressly involves. It
means that I must take meat once a day,

my

He

•

^

When

• ••

_

—Texas

man

At

be
ont

M00

Fetoekey

when

same manner

woman
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HIstressM and Servants.

How

Contortionists Acquire the Agility
with Which They Surprise Audiences.

“There

is little to tell

you about con-

ex-member of that
profession who was asked to furnish
a chapter of his experience as a performer. A good contortionist is paid
nbout $25 a week; it takes him the
tortionists,’*said an

Excltomaat

The perennialdiscussion of the question how women dependent upon their
own exertions can best gain a livelihood, says a writer in the Philadelphia
Press, is being argued with more animation than usual just now. Essays
are , being written on the subject, unnumbered sermons preached, and interviews had with philanthropists,and
those interested in betteringthe condition of women. There are two points,
however, upon which all who discuss
the question seem to agree. One of
these is the fact that the many avenues

Moils bids fair to create m extended an excitement through the countryaa the discovery
of the telephone. Its extreme harmless simplicity and extraordinary power orer the
hquor habit, and nerrons exhaustion in
weak!

.

ifseemsto*”
enou^1[jto “gj® wjUUng
w.ui
a uuiu uicuwjiue, ujuica,

and stimulantscannot reach, while it readily
recoversfrom their abuses at once, seeming to
act like a food, as it createsno reaction, nor
loses its effect Its sale is marvelous.Drug,
gists all keep it

a

HANDSOME,
STYLISH

^~L^40cts.
-

>1 OUR FULL

MdNom.fiOoU—

SEAMLESS

PflHTS
made

_
SsBsmmS
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SHOES]
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greater part of his life to acquire his
earn., m ~~nnw
q/till, then when he has all the points
For samples of
in the business down fine, a few years
Illinois’ Favorite Sons.
.
refer to any
cloth and 4 root law
ENGLAND CONSERVATOR?
Bank, Express
measure (worth 10c.)
gars slip by and he is unable to work.
Co., or leading
fc 1856, as in 1860 and 1864, Illinois, send S Sc, sumps.
ll0|: MUSIC Boston.
buslnrrs
house
In
e becomes stiffened up, his joints
Clrealstrs Free.
this city.
in national nominating convention,supwon’t work freely, and the performer
bUbltihil
U1S77.
of employment opened to women in ported Abraham Lincoln. In 1868, as
is retired because he’s worn out. "
recent years have not solved the prob- m 1872, Illinois was successfullypro“Is the work of a contortionistso
HIlfflHlNCINNATl.oI^ CO.
lem. Telegraphy, type-writing,and posing the name of Grant. In 1880, by
•exhausting?”
clerking have been added to sewing an almost unanimous vote under the
“On, no. The work is easy enough,
and factory and domestic service, and
but it’s the long preliminary training yet there is a great army still unem- leadershipof Logan, Illinois was proposing Grant for a third time, and the
that kills. You see, no one takes up
ployed. All the lighter and more at- Illinou votes which were not for Grant
the businessof a performer as a contractive employments are overcrowded, were given at the early stages of the
tortionist. First he starts in as a
and this fact acts as a constantlyde- balloting to another Illinoisan, Mr.
tumbler in the ring. The younger he pressing weight upon the wages paid
S*'«Ol«‘nrt-Mounlaln Fonlesi
Washbnrne. In 1884 almost the enas the better, for when the muscles are
to women, and gives opportunity for tire delegationof Illinois,led by Senatender training is easy. Now, ninethose exactions and extortions which tor Cullom, voted for Logan. Only
tenths of all the contortionistsin the
the public are so often called upon to once in thirty years, or during the encountry to-day commenced as mere condemn and commiserate.
tire existence of the Republican party,
lads. They take part in ‘brotheracts’
The other point of agreement is that which presented its first candidate in
— the big fellow, you know, gets a a larger diverson of women into domesman smaller than himself, holds him tic service would go far toward solving 1856, has Illinoisfailed to go into convention proposing the name of an Illi|in the air from the top of the big felthe difficulty. Nineteen men or women noisan for the Presidency.— C/ikooo KKATHKBltONKUOMPANY.TlireoOskii.Mli-h.
Jow’s shoulders.Then, in connection out of twenty, when asked what unem- Herald.
One Agent (Merchant only! in every town for
with that kind of training the boy is
ployed women are to do for a living,
'taught to throw hand-springs,somer- will point to the good wages paid to
Safety from Malaria.
Isaults, and pretty soon he becomes a
The most vigorous constitution, and the
. ®ure* Neuralgli,Toclhiche,
householdservants, and will cite the
(good tumbler.
Headache,
_Calarrh, Croup.
iSi. .’ J'l‘lrrh*
Croup, Sore Throat
th
fapt that trustworthy servants are al- strongestphysique,are not proof against a dis“After awhile he gets too heavy to ways in demand. Many women will ease, the germs of which impregnatethe air we
.
••
be held up on the shoulders of another, give these facts as the excuse for re- breathe and the water we drink. The true preof the drummer* ««, | Lamp Back, Stiff Jointi, SnetlntRr.illw
parative,the surest defense,is to fortify the them when^thVy"can be obtained.
so he has to do the holding up himself
fusing to aid in any movement for betBurnr Wound., Old
C. C. Chalmers,UniRglst.Smlthfleld. Va.
•and another boy is obtained, and the tering the condition of working-girls, system with a medicine which possesses Address R. W. TANftILL A CO., Chicago.
speciflo virtuesas a safeguardand remedy.
MENTION THIS PAPER «* WwirtM to .orunuM.
first youngster drifts into the second
declaring their inability to sympathize
tank of performers.It may be that with those who refuse honest, well-paid Hostetter’sStomach Bitters is preciselythis
nS^r'^V'
— the vu>"
article— proved UJ
by kUUlilUBIVU
conclusivetests
so.
lt, relieves
most severe
MJBfcS to
Ml be
DO BO.
his strength develops under the exerwork. As the facts cannot be disputed, Not only on this continent, wherever miasma
gives birth to the malarial infection,but in the
'ciae to which he has been subjected so
there must be some reason for them. tropics,where fever and ague assumes its most
that in a few years he is strong enough
And, nerhaps, if women will study maliRnant types, this incomparable, popular,
to hold up the other two, and in that
and deserving medicine has, for over a third of
carefully the manner in which
----- U the
they
'""SSi'lSTHIA
case he is a leading performer. But it treat their servants a little light will a century, shown its efficacy. Chills and fever,
MB OHIiT TBOS
dumb ague, bilious remittent, alike yield to
mtU.StowenAOs,
is a hard life. Every day in the season
dawn upon them. Let them for a mo- its influence and are preventedby it. The word
“fall" has no place in the lexicon of possibilities
Ihe must perform in the ring. He has
ment put themselvesin the servant’s when this peerless article is used. It tones the
f| The OLDEST MEDICINE In the WORLD is Bto
to throw double somersaults,leap over
place and be compelled to work and stomach, arouses the liver When sluggish, and
gromotos healthful activity of the kidneys and
the backs of horses, and perform other
eat in the kitchen and sleep in poorly
feats which soon break a man up. All
ventilated rooms, and they will underthese flying leaps are taken from a stand one of the chief reasons why
How They Lose Time.
---PhjyleUn’s
spring-board.The performer runs girls will work ten hours in a factory
“The business-menof Chicago are
down the board for a distance of or bend over the needle half as much
compelled to transact their business in
twenty or twenty-fivefeet as fast as he more time, earning barely enough to
a very short time during the day, therecan till he strikes aspring in the plank, keep body and soul together, before
fore they are necessarily rushed,” said
then he takes the leap. This is the they will enter domestic service.
an observant man.
hardest work a performed has to do.
CHICHESTER’S ENGLISH
The servant girl in the city is treated
“Why don’t they get up earlier?”
The running and the leaping soon in- much as the farm hand is in the coun“Bless you, they do get up early?”
jure his feet. His ankles are in danger
try. The one is confined to the kitohen
“Why, then, do they lose so much
iof being sprained,and if he hurts his
all day, and if any other quarters are time?”
knee-pan, which he may do at any accorded her they are most probably a
“They spend it in restaurants waittime, he’s got to retire forever from
garret at the top of the house, while ing for something to eat.”
Cure
Ian In letter by i
Papke.
that kind of work. But even should
Dre»m Book I
the other is banished to the field or the
no accident befall him, it’s only a ques- •barn in the daytime, and is considered
HO.
Wherever I find a great deal of
tion of a few years when, with the best
lucky if he is allowed to sit by the latitude in a poor man I take it for
of care, his feet and ankles become kitchen fire in the chill winter evengranted there would be as much genstiff, they lose all the elastic spring,
ings. And yet housewives wonder erosity if he were a rich man.
and your tumbler must quit and go why all the bright, quick girls go into
dnto another line of business.
factories and shops, and farmers marvel
Professional Etiquette
“Two things are left for him to do. why the smart boys prefer trades and
He may become an ‘object-holder,’that clerkshipsto working on the farm. If Prevents some doctors from advertisingtheir
Skill. liTlttrn arn
____
skill, but wo are bound by no snch convenis, a man who stands on one side of the
domestic service is shi
limned the house- Uonal rules,
alee.
_____that
___if we
_______
and think
make a disring in a circus and holds up a paper wives are largely responsiblefor it becovery that is of benefit to our fellows we
Inoop for the performer on the horse to ing so. Let some of the women who ought
land.
-o — to
— spread
r --- - the fact to
w the
kuu whole
nuuiu ittuu.
jump through. You might think this see in the granting of the ballot the iherefore we cause to be published throughan easy matter to do, but it is not best means for betteringthe condition out the land tho fact that Dr. R V. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery1’ is the best known
Everything depends on the keenness of of their sex, and who are endeavoring
remedy for consumption (scrofula of the
the eye and the judgment of the man to create a sentiment in favor of female lungs) and kindred diseases. Send 10 cents in
Jwho performs this humble work. The suffrage, or are striving over some im- stamps for Dr. Pierce’scomplete treatise on
consumption, with unsurpassedmeans of
moop must be lowered at precisely the
-
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practicable scheme for widening
woman’s sphere, ask themselves if they
would not be laboring more to the pur-

(right time, otherwise the act is not a
cuccess. Only an experienced ring-

Belf-treatment Address, World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, 063 Main street,Buffalo^

performer can do this properly, so your
‘worn-out tumbler either holds objects
lor u living or he becomes what you inquired about— a contortionist.A con-

pose by devoting less space to parlors
The dudb s collar is said to be getting
and guests’ chambers and more to let- lower. Is this one of the effects of the deting some of God’s light and air into cline in stocks?
their servants’ quarters. Then, pertortionist, as you well know, does all
haps, there would be fewer lamentateuuci mu uuwuio CO811V0
bis work on the ground. He is not retions over the army of unemployed
quired to be particularlyagile on his women $nd less cause to regret the
iit
“V «*vwuu. entirely
leet. His limbs and the muscles of his smallness of the number of trustworthy vegetable, no particular care is roouired while
using them. By druggiati
body must be elastic and limber, helpers in the household^
though, but that is the physical condiIf you want to make a friend, praise a
tion of every tumbler, and in a few
Colonel R. 8. Withers, Fair Lawn dog in its owner’s presence. •
weeks he learns to go through with his Stock Farm, Kentucky,and Joseph Caime
new performance. He bends his body Simpson, Esq., Secretary Paciflo Coast
It la a Pleasure,
one way and the other, to the surprise Blood Horse Association, commend St Writes Mrs. Eliza Ann 8mi
of a great many who don’t know that it Jacobs Oil for all horse complaints. Sold
by druggists and dealers.
has taken the man all his life to acfor all irregularities. “It cured me when the
quire his art. Then, when he is fully
__ Curious Signs iu London.
physicians and all other remedies failed. r
master of it, he plays out. It’s not the
At a market town in Rutlandshire
business I would advise a lad to go
the following placard is affixed to the
into.”
shutters of a watchmaker,who had de- forms; also as a preventiveagainst fever and
ague and other intermittentfevers, the “FerBir Roger Tiohborne, of England, camped, leaving his creditors minus: ro-PhosphoratedElixir of Calisaya,® made by
was cured of rheumatism by the use of St. "Woupd up and the mainspring broke.” Hazard, Hazard A Co., New York, and sold by
Jacobs Oil, and recommends it highly. As pithy and curious was the notice all druggists, is the beat tonic, and for patients
Bold by druggistsand dealers everywhere. lately stuck up on the window of a recoveringfrom fever and other sickness it
London coffee-house: “This coffee- has no equal
room
removed up-stairs till repaired.”
The Fidelity of Socrates.
There are many curious signs and bus- usSg £yon’s t^eUlirHeel^tSener^ 7
The victims of religiouspersecution
have been so many since his day, and iness announcements to be found in
Bbst, easiest lo use, and cheapest.Piso’s
we are so well accustomed to the London, of which a few are: “Sick Remedy for Catarrh. By druggists. 50c.
dogs
medically
attended
by
the
week
death of courageous men in support of
or month.” “Birds to board.” “Laa religion,that we are apt to undervalue
dies’ and gentlemen’s feet and hands
the greatness of the first heathen phiprofessionallytreated by the job or
losopher who sealed his evidenooto the
Is worth a column of rhetoric,said an American
cause of goodness with his blood, and season.” “Round-shoulderedpersons
statesman.It is a fact, established by the testlmade
straight”
“Babies
or
children
this is the more to be lamented because
hired or exchanged.” “False noses as mony of thousands of people, that Hood’s Sarsathere has probably been no more conparilla does cure scrofula,salt rheum, and other
eistent life and death record in the good as new, and warranted to fit.” diseases or affectionsarising from Impure state
“Black eyes painted very neatly.” In
pages of profane history, with the exor low condition of the blood. Italsooveroomee
ception, perhaps, of the life and death the extreme west we hear of a shanty that tipd feeling,creates a good appetite, and
which
bears
the
sign:
“Here’s
where
of our own countryman, Sir Thomas
givee strength to every part of the system. If
More. Socrates, like Sir Thomas More, you get a meal like your mother used you need a good blood purifier,tonic,or appetiser, try Hood’s Barsaparillla.
might have escaped the extreme to give joa.*— Chambers' Journal
-
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One Fact

penalty of death had he been willing
to plead guilty. In a large jury of
nearly 600 persons, a majorityof five
votes only found a verdict against him,
and had he appealed for mercy there
is no doubt that it would have been
panted; but to appeal for mercy would
have been to admit guilt, and to admit
guilt wonld have boon to discredit that
divine commission — to better his countrymen — which he believed himself to
have received. Further, he had always
declared that death waa in itself no
evil; to live unjustlywas evil; to suffer
unjustly was a small misfortunein comparison with doing unjust acts; and so
he submitted to his sentence with a
dignified cheerfulness which, as de-

acribed by his friend and disciple,
Plato, has been the object of the
.veneration of all the centuriesof learn-

ed and good men who have since been
privileged with the contemplationof

his great
Magazine,

exftmple.-lffl<wi ittan’s

Woman

and Her Diseases

"My
Hood

s

i

I

daughter received much benefit from
Sarsaparilla as an excellent tonic after

a protracted attack of bronchial pneumonia.”—
IPnr. F. H. Adams. New Hartford. Conn.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Firing an Engine.

The work of firing an engine oomes
very near being skilled labor, especially
on a lightningran. Then one has to
be feeding coal almoat constantlyfrom
the start And the* coal most not be
thrown into the firebox carelessly, but
it must be placed where it will do the
most good. The steam must be kept
up to the figure, and no great variations from the standard are allowed.
A fireman has se much to do with an
engine off and on, that if he is intelligent it is not long before he is able to
handle a locomotive all right But
that is not saying he gets one. I have
been firing for six years and my engine is not yet in sight, although three
years ago I ran an engine seven! trips.
— Nt Louis Globe-Democrat.

c8.;,
j

Lewell,Mass.

too Pof a On©

Strong, perfect in finish, mode of the beet
Guaranteed in every reepect Patent Throw-off,

Dollar.
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Gamble’s Lenox Soap, is to
admit she is “behind the times.”
Nobody uses ordinary soap now they
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Church Item* with the

, The

CASTORlA

7:30.

Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat
m. Sunday school

10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p.

m. Young People’s meeting at 6:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.

at 12

Subjects: Morning, “Enduring temptations;” Evening, “Abundance of divine
joy.” Congregationalsinging. Opening
anthems hy choir. Weekly praise and
prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
All are welcome.

Bo. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N.

Y.

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m. and
m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at :80.
Preaching by the pastor.

CO.NSCMPTIOS,ASTHXi,BRONCHITIS, DYSPEPBfc,
CATARRH, HAY FEVER, HEADACHE,DEBILITY, RHECHATISR, KECRALUIA ud *11 Chronic and Ncnoui Dimder*.

For Men, Boys, and Children,

“THE COiroCSD OXYGEN TREATMENT" Dn. Starkey
k Paten, Ka. l&SO Arch Slrctt,Philadelphia,hire beta tulig

-

also

far tk. lut MicatMa yean, U a mIcuIIB* adjaitmr at of tbn
clcaicnU ef Oxygen and Nitrogen xnagnetlicd,and tba
compoundU 10 condcmcd and nude portable that It U icnl

aU «ur the *orl4,

riS*p; prom*,

d,

EATS

| Without injurious medication.

CxmcB Cokpant, 182 Fulton

Tsx

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

CLOTHNG,

“CMtoriaiflso weU adaptedto children th&t I Caatorla cure* Colie. Ooagpatlon.

111

1699 Arch Street, Phllad’a, Pa,

For

-

KM

buy

best place to

READY-MADE

for Infant* and Children.

Third Reformed Church-Rev. D.

and CAPS,

Dn. STARKEY * PALEN hi', the libertyto refer U tba
prnona abo b*'« tried (heir

fol|fwlng.naotd well-kaoieu
Ire.tnienti

Street, N. Y.

•AND-

2 p.

HON. WM. D. KELLEY, Member cf Coagrm, PLthdelphla.
REV. VICTOR I- lUNRAD,Editor of tbo Latbtran Obeerier, Fhll.dvtjVU.
RET. CHARLES I;. CCSHINO, P. P., Roeherter, N V.
HON. WM. PENN NIXON, Editor loler-Oee... (’blogo, HI.
REV. A. W. MOORE, Editor The Crr.lenary,Uaratler, S. C.
W. H. WORTHINGTON,Editor New bouth, lllrmlnebam, Alt.
JCPGE II. P, VROOMAN, Qurnrmo.
MBS. MART A. LIVERMORE.Unrotc,MatuehuaetU.
JIDUE K. S. TOOUHEES.New Yoik City.
MR. E. C. KNIGHT, I'bCadrlpb’.l.
IR. FRANK ttlMlALL,Hrr'kiot. rMUdelphlt.
HON. W. W. Sill L YU 11, I.a»|:m, Pa.
EDUARD L. WILSON, bt3 Er.idasj,N. Y., Ed. Phlla*
adrlphla Photographer.
FIDELIA M. LYON, Wnlnn-i. Hiwrul, SandalebI.land*.
ALEXANDER HITCH IK, l.irraru, Scotland.
MR*. MANCEL V. ORTEGA, Vre.oMlo, i*Aralrr,..Jlexleo.
MRS. UtlU COOPLU. I (Ilia, hpacl.bllundunu,Central

7

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sun-

f f

day School at 8:45. Prayer meeting at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday evening explana-

Many persons lose appetite and strength,

Holland ChristianRef. Cnurch.— Rev.
Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. ro. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

you can get a

of defective nutrition, -who might have

A Good Clean Shaye.

been restored to health by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine acts upon the
digestiveorgans, through the blood, and
has effected many wonderful cures.

MethodistEpiscopal Church- Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-me$tingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at7:30p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday
evening at 7 :80 p. m. All the seats are free
Subjects: Morning, “The spread of the
Gospel;”Evening.Missionary Concert.

To all those
to
rescue our little boy and to restore him to
us, and for the many acts of sympathy
which were so friendly volunteered in our
hour of trial, we desire to extend our
most heartfelt thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Roost.

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.

......

W.

Holland Mich.. March 19
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PALEN,

IZ'J'JArch Street, Phh’utfit..Pa.

Oil

be obtained at the

new

I

SHOE

territory

BROS.’

on

NO.

Tickets for sale at all points via this route.
For Maps, Folders, Kates and^Informatlon, address
Geu’l Pass. & Ticket Agl, Marquette, Mich.

J.

first-class

Next 30 Days
--

SHOE

--

MAKE

CALI AND SEE US AND LEARN

For SQ

OUR PRICES.

neatly done.

traversed.isfamous for its

Chicago, has opened a

Studio, opposite the Holland City
News office, and will, for the

Eighth Street.

Repairing promptly and We keep everything kept
46,

a first-class store and

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

“I kin ’splain all dat ar,” said Mose.
“How does yer ’splain it, Mose?”

From

in the old postoffleebuilding

built eqpressly for this line, on ail express trains.

The

OF-

Wm.Yerbeek

Ladies. Call and see them.

Wagner Sleeping Cars,

enufb”

20,

is

no trouble

in

it

4

Remember these prices

are for 30 days

H.

WM. .VERBEEK.

FLIEMAN

Holland, Mich., May

19,

for 25c.

show

to

our stock.

1886.

Fine Tintyes,

1887.

10-lyr.

Holland, Mich., June

10,

only

KELLER.

1887. 20-lm.

Manufacturesand sells the

“I did lean on de Lord an’ ebbery J000 Agents Wantei!
Sunday I listened ter yer preachin’, an’

J"

Donble Qnlclt! to sell

DEECHER

mensely. Million/want this standard Life of the
oreatestPreacher and Orat(/r of the age. Quick Is
the word. Territory in prart demand. Send for

For Dvspepslnand Liver Complaint,yon have a
circularsand 50 cents
printed guaranteeon every bottle of bhlloh’e Pnb., Tecnmieb,
vitallaer. It never lails to cure. For Bale by
Yates & Kane.
A Nasal Injectorfree with each bottleof Shiloh’s

_

Mich. W.
for outfit to

A.

MILLS,

Fortify the system, by the use of Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla,against the diseases peculiar
to hot weather. This medicine induces a
healthy action of the stomach, liver, and
kidneys, causing them to prevent the accumulationof the poisons which produce
disease.

The

I

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

BUGGIES.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination

&

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
.Ight and durable wagons.

finest full-blooded Norman stallions,coal-

black, 3 years old, will be at the
during the season bf 1687

I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
horses in this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the assistance otone of the best horsesboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work In that ItnS, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize homo trade when
they can be as well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

foUwing places

:

One always at the Stable of H. Boone, Holland
The other on Mondays at East Sangatnck,at G.
H. Brink’s; Tuesdays at Fillmore Center, at H. J
Klomparens’place; Wednesdays at Drenthe, at H.
Bakkcr'splace; Thursday afternoonsand Friday
forenoons at Zeeland.'at Van Eenenaam’s place;
Friday evenings and Saturdayforenoon*! at North
.

.

That Hacking Cough can be so quickly cured by
Shiloh’sCure We guaranteeit. For sals by
Yates & Kane.Wil! you soffor with Dyspepsia and Liver Com- Holland, at Wabeke’s farm.
plaint? Shiloh's Vitallzw is guaranteedto cure
BOONE &
yon.

Holland, Mich., April 6.

fast

I

also manufacture

Have moved

HELLENTUAL.

1887.

10-3m
and have them constantly on hand.

concentratedcurative power, make

Ayer’s Sarsaparillathe best blood purifier.

AND

Express Wagons,

Marcus and Dick.

cents.

TAILORS and HATTERS.

BEST WAGONS

. “But how does yer ’splain it? How
does ver ’cor.nfcfe/de transformation?” infinitelythe most valuablebecause coming io
M\\*hy, doan yer see? Yo’ furnishes closely from the family circle and by a matter
hand engaged in a “Labor of Love. Richly
de ’ligion an’ I does my own fattenin’.” Illustrated, -Steel Portrait, Ac. VN,i),1/e‘l,

JAS.

HUNTLEY,
Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.

A friend should be one in whose
understanding and virtue we can equally confide, and whose opinion we can
value at once for its justness and sin-

-S'tot/f.
—
-

--

Prices.

have the Celebrated

GRAY

tells

Siftings.

FDRNITURE STORE The Photographer

in the city, always on hand.

for

Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb

Yuse git tin’ mighty fat
mighty fine order, I

turkey.”

-

m

BEST

corpulent ; in

yer. Bar’s nullin’ lean about you,
fizzically, but spirituallyyuse thinner
dan a rail. Yo’ doan lean on de Lord

at

Honest

:

J.

Holland. Mich. Jan.

13.

FLIEMAN.

1867.

their stock one door east

full line

of

H

•

and have opened up a

-A."!"® at

Price8’

and in the latest styles. -

Fnrnishing Goods of ever; Description.
Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine

.i

-

when

Shiloh’s Cure will
give Immediaterelief. Price 10 cts., 50 cts., and
it, For sale by Yates <b Kane.’
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy— a positive enre for
Catarrh, Diphtheria and Canker Mouth
'

.

f

BncUen’a Arnica Salve.
The best salve In the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
> Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

A

Furniture, Wall Paper,

Honest Goods

al all Fonts.

Himself.

Rev. Whangdoodle Baxter met
one of the male members of his flock,
ami at once addressed him
“Why, Mose,” he said, “how stout

—

nrr
A

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

close comectiois in Oiioi Depots

—

of

E. HEROLD’S.

’

will you cough

“COWrOrND OWCVN-Il. Mn-lf>«rIrtl-'r «nt Pf.ulla,"
Ah, li:U of a
i.f i, In.
| , j, %. pnMUhed

by Dr». S.arkr}

1885.

Iba _

Paintings,

Prepared byDr. J.C. Ayer k Co., Lowell. Mm*.
Bold by ail Druggist*.Price |1 ; *iz bottle*, f 5.

The

Why

in

In o. rj part of

MnU,.

]

SOO-MACmAW

cerity.—

t ull. d

»a In

Boots and Shoes
-

WAY.

Its

The best of bargains

of

And tbouiau.U

la

BAUMGARTEL,

THE FINEST

life. My appetite and digestionare now
good, arid my health is perfect. -^-Oliver
T. Adams, Spencer, Ohio.

Mrs. Phcebe Chesley, Peterson, Clay

Remedy/ Price 50

ASHKKOOK,ll<-,I UlufT, Cal.
ERNEbT TIRNKR, N- irlneUn. Anglanl.
jacoiiward, iio^iai, >uui!i wpic.

ca,M— iu.m* of

Co., Iowa, tells the followingremarkable
story, the truth of which is vouched for
by the residents of the town: “I am 73
years old, have been troubled with kidney
complaint and lameness for many years ;
could not dress myself without help.
R All.
Now I am free from all pain and soreness,
and am able to do all my own housework. “THE
SHORT LINE.”
I owe my thanks to Electric Bitters for
having renewed my youth, and removed Only Direct Route to Marquetteand the Iron and
Copper Regionsof the Upper Peninsula
completelyall disease and pain.” Try a
of Michigan.
bottle, only 50c. at Yates & Kane’s, Holland, and A. De Kruil’s Drug Store, Zee- Two Tbrreli Train eatl way iaily mating

Catarrh

Awrtlea.

my

Sarsaparilla, and believe it has saved

Renews her Youth.

—Texas

11-ly.

BARGAINS!!

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

my

during the most distressing pains of
Indigestion. My stomach sometimesreleeted all food. I became greatly reduced
n strength,and very despondent.Satisfied, at *J|
last, that my trouble was of a
scrofulousnature,I began taking Ayer’s

seven acres.

as Job’s

1897.

i. COllR, C. S. Tlee-fonml, CatahUnea, 3or?eeo.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

I have, for years, sufferedacutely from
Dyspepsia, scarcely taking a meal, until
within the past few months, without en-

Tobacco raising in North Carolina
is not so bad a business. A Warrenton
farmer refused $1,000 for his crop of

poah

13,

•

M. V.

appetite and digestionare
now perfect. — Fred G. Bower, 496
Seventh st., South Boston, Mass.

of Thanks.
who so kindly worked

I got as

Holland, Mich., April

any time.

at

Entirely Cured

Card

g-ittin’.

MUM’S,

Second door east of Post-office.

A Scientific Haircnt or
Invigorating Shampoo

For years I suffered from Loss of Appetite arid Indigestion,and failed to find
relief, until I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Three Dottles of this medicine

me, and

an’

Kan.

AT—

Jims 4

TONSORIAL PARLORS

BILLY’S

become emaciated,suffer, and die, because

• E.

ruse

—IS

Indigestion.

tion of the Bible.

He Depended on

'V

Service* for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church— Services at
9:80 a. m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday at

land.

'

h.

j.
Estimates given for

all

mm±.

Tailoring trade.

UNDERTAKER,

Proprietor of Ninth Street;

kinds of buildings, finished and completed.

Livery, Sale, and Feed

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

STABLE,
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

Captain’s Fortunate Discovery.

I

have adfleoto my business that of

Capt. Coleman, schr» Weymouth, ply- Stairs,
Railing,
ing between Atlantic City and N. Y., had
been troubled with a cough so that he was
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
nnableto sleep, and was induced to try
and keep constantly on hand
Dr. King's New Discoveryfor ConsumpBrackets, etc.
tion. 9 It not only gave him instant relief,
furnished.
but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast. His children were similarly affected and a single dose bad the same
Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
happy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
first-cliss Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
is now the standard remedy in the ColeOffice and Shop on Riuer street, my place of bnsincfie.
Attentionand courteonstreatmentcan be reman family and on board the schooner.
lied npon.
Trial BottleH Free of this Standard Reme- near the corner of Tenth street
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
JAS. HUNTLEY.
dy at Yates & Kane's. Holland, and A.
Of
J. H. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., January20, 1887.
De Kruif 's Drug Store, Zeeland.
Holland, May 27, 1888.

Hand

Sash

UNDERTAKING

made and

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

same.

same rate as those tn the city.

TH,XA.I*

SHUOVDS. JKLIi SIZES.

'%

